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1VOLUME XXV. MOUNT VERNON, OHIO: TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 17. 1861. NUMBER 22.
Jbc W- Uelrnon getyoclrqlic
IS PVSLISHSD SVSRT TVI8HAT WORK IN 6,
BY F. HARPER.
0 ce in Woal^Afd’s Block, Third Story
’l ERMS—Two Dollar* per annum, payable in ad- 
vat ee; $2.50 within six months ; $3,00 after the ex 
pir tion of the year.
She Unmnnuf Gannet.
Brave Congressmen.
Arnold, a Republican member of Congress 
from the Chicano district, published a letter in 
the Journal ot that city, giving his experience at 
the Ball Run battle. He says he procured a 
horse, attaching himself to the staff of a Colonel, 
proceeded to the battle ground, but for personal 
safety retired to a wheat field ’out of raDge of 
the bullets,’ and fed his horse.
Col. Dick Richardson, as a brave and patriot­
ic soldier as ever trod the battle field in Mexico, 
has written no letter to tell the world what 
he saw or did at Bull Run, but a correspondent 
of a New York paper says “Old Dick Richard* 
son, of Illinois, doffed his coat, and served a can. 
non during the fight; did nobly and never 
thought of running, while bis Republican col­
leagues 'who went down to see the fun,’ took to 
their heels for safety.” Which of the two is the 
patriot ?
Sound Views.
" The Louisville Democrat, the great Union or­
gan of Kentucky, says :
4'We make no apology for this wicked effort in 
the South to destroy the Government. We 
rant the necessity of suppressing it ; but Aboli. 
tionism, that has produced it, must also be sup- 
i re«eed. Abolitionism and Secessionist! must 
is buried in the same political grave. The pa* 
i riot who loves his country must consent to sac-
itice them both.”
The same paper urges the Republicans of the 
ree States to disband, and “support the Demo­
cratic Candidates.” It says that the experiment 
of a purely sectional party has now been tried 
•pd its fruits are before the world. With this 
« xperience before them, it thinks all good men
i ught to join in the support of that party who 
’ ad the foresight to warn the country of the dan­
gers that are now upon us.
What Does this Mean.
We take the following from a late number of 
the Toronto (Canada) Leader:
Defences of Canada.
“We find the following paragraphs in the army 
intelligence of the London Times of Aug. 7.
“A large number of cheveaux de frise, and 
other materials of various kinds, for the defense 
rf Canada, were yesterday shipped from Wool­
wich. on board the hired transport Great Briton, 
for Quebec.
“The City of Hamilton, transport vessel, char­
tered by the Board of Admiralty for the service 
of the War Department sailed yesterday from 
Woolwich, laden with sixty-eight pounder guns, 
and other war stores, for Quebec.”
“What does it mean ?” do you ask ? It 
means that we are an the very eve of a war with 
England. That's what it means.
The Suppression of Newspapers.
We publish tbe remarks of two Democratic 
papers of the North on this subject. They sug­
gest that, to save the government, it is quite as 
necessary to suppress some Abolition »s Seces­
sion papers. Our opinion is, that the plea of 
necessity will uot cover tut-h acts. The Govern­
ment loses as much as it pains by them. Every 
such act creates enemies, and the repe :i on of 
them creates distrust and dissatisfaction I: iht- 
rebeliion can't be put down in the midst of the 
fiercest discussion, it cannot he put down by 
suppression such discussion. The adverse com­
ments of a few papers add no strength to the re­
volution.—Louisville Democrat, ( Union )
—The ahove is well as far as it goes, but it 
omits one poiut on which we will be glad to find 
that our apprehensions have been groundless.— 
Our fear is, however, that the interference of the 
Administration with the freedom of the press in 
the loyal States of the North, will be regarded 
in England and France, as an indication that 
hostility to the government itself has a formida 
hie existence in the North as well as the South. 
Once satisfied of this fact, the recognition of the 
Southern Confederacy by Europe would speedily 
follow. Hence it is a mistake of the gravest im 
port for tbe Administration to allow any of its 
acts to give color to the idea that newspapers 
which distrust its war policy, desire the success 
of the Southern Confederacy.—Newark Advocate.
The New York Times on Mob Demon­
strations.
The N°w York Times, well known as one of 
the most able and influential Republican papers 
in the Union, says of mob demonstrations against 
newspapers:
“We cannot insist too strongly on tbe abso­
lute necessity of branding every man who instig­
ates a mob as an enemy of the public peace, and 
the worst foe of our Republican Union. We are 
waging a war for the preservation ; if we suc­
ceed, our victory will be shorne of half its glory 
and of all its value by a resort to measures hos­
tile to the spirit and letter of the Constitution, 
and at war with the existence of any Govern­
ment under which freeman can consent to live,”
Who are Responsible?
Our Republican friends said they wanted bat 
one party this fall. It seems they now want 
TWO. The Democrats and other Union men 
nominated a ticket in this State. Every man on 
it is UNCONDITIONALLY UNION in his sen­
timents. Not one of them have any sympathy 
with Jeff Davis and his mad and infamous rebel' 
lion I Why then do they not support our ticket? 
Why do the opponents of the Democrats then 
set up a ticket against onrs?
Ben- McCulloch.
This celebrated individual, if all reports are to 
he believed, is quite an extraordinary person.— 
Some time since he was in Virginia, New Or­
leans, Arkansas and Texas, all at the same time, 
and now he is both dead and alive—dead one 
day aud alive the next, and both the day tollow- 
ing. Surely Ben. is a strange fellow—something 
unnatural about him —must be half God or half 
devil. From the latest accounts he was snugly 
encased in a tin coffin, filled with whisky—we 
know ol some persons in Omaha who would like 
to be in his situation,—Nebraskian.
The No-Party Platform.
When the people of the State oarefully con 
over the proceedings and resolutions of the No­
party State Convention, they will be struck with 
surprise at what was done.
The getters up of the affair expressed a strong 
desire that there should be no political division 
in Ohio this fall, and stoutly asserted that they 
were only moved to come forward with their No­
party bantling, because the 7th of August Con­
vention was so unpatriotic as not to keep silent 
in relation to the mismanagement in the War De. 
partment of Ohio and the Union, so unwise as to 
affirm the right of the citizen to the writ of ha­
beas corpus and trial by jury.
For what was said by the 7th of Augnst Con­
vention on these points and in relation to a Na­
tional Convention of all the States our patriotic 
Noparty mgn, many of whom are up to their arm 
pits in fat jobs and contracts, became very indig­
nant, and felt that they must vindicate tbe Union 
and the Government, from the disloyalty of the 
Democratic party in Ohio.
Now, while fault is found with the Democratic 
Union platform of August 7th, 1861, it is remark­
able that the Convention of September 5th 1861, 
did not dare to take issue witn a single thing
that was done or said on the 7th of August!_
Why was this? Were the committee and this 
No-party Convention afraid to condemn or tode, 
fend the action of the War Department at Wash­
ington— or the conduct of the war management 
in Ohio? Aud why so? Do the members of 
that body not know that this management was 
right or wrong—honest or corrupt? And why 
not say so ?
1 he Democratic Union Convention of August 
i th expressed its hostility to all favoritism aud 
corruption, and is pledged to reform. Not so 
the No-party party. The object of many of its 
managers is to keep off investigation, and by 
false pretenses and fraud to get men in the Leg­
islature who will cover up rather than expose the 
wrong that is admitted on all hands to have been 
committed.
1 he tax-payers will look carefully into the 
matter before they give their votes to a party 
which has not shown courage and honesty to 
take one side or the other, on a matter of so 
much importance to the people.
The Democratio Union ticket and the party 
are in favor of the most rigid investigation, and 
if they carry the Legislature, they will institute 
it, and that without fear, favor or affection.
The men who have jobs ane contracts in the 
army, or who are looking for such things, will 
hold that the man or party who goes in for in­
vestigation is no better than a “ secessionist”— 
but the tax-payers will take a d'fferent look at it 
and view it in another light entirely.—Statesman.
Where some of the “ Responsibility” 
Rests.
In the speech that Senator Douglas made on 
the 3d of January, 1861, in the United States 
Senate, he said, in speaking of his Compromise.
“I believe this to be a fair basis of amicable 
adjustment. If you of the Republican side are 
not willing to accept this, nor the proposition of 
the Senator from Kentucky, [Mr. Crittenden,] 
pray tell us what you are willing to do? I ad­
dress the inquiry to the Republicans alone, for 
the reason that in the Committee of Thirteen, a 
few days ago, every member from the South in­
cluding those from the Cotton States, [Messrs. 
Toombs and Davis,] expressed their readiness to 
accept the proposition of my venerable friend 
from Kentucky, [Mr. Crittenden] as a final set­
tlement of the controversy, if tendered and sus­
tained by the Republican members. Hen ce.THE 
SOLE RESPONSIBILITY OF OUR DISA­
GREEMENT. AND THE ONLY DIFFI­
CULTY IN THE WAY OF AN AMICABLE 
ADJUSTMENT IS WITH THE REPUBLI­
CAN PARTY.”
Fremont’s Proclamation.
Fee. Fremont’s Proclamation will attract at­
tention. Of it the Cincinnati Enquirer says :
“ One thing is admitted, and that is, that Fre­
mont, by his proclamation, bus put himself at 
the head of the radical Republicans ; and that 
he now overtops Lincoln, Seward aud Chase, in 
the est manon of the great body of his party.— 
He will for the future, be looked to as the man 
to give vitality and progress to the great princi­
ples of the anti-slavery party; and should the 
exigency of the country, in the opinion of the 
leaders, demand the movement, he will be the 
man who will be put in the President's place as 
Military Dictator.”
Coming Out.
The Fremont Messenger publishes a list of 
some sixty-five democrats whose names recently 
appeared on the so-called! “Union Convention,” 
all averring that they signed it through fraad and 
deception. They were “taken in” as a few of 
our democrats were, and like them, as soon as 
they were undeceived, came out flat-footed for 
the Union aad Democracy.
All Lovers of their Country,
All who revere its Constitution, will vote the 
UNION TICKET of the DEMOCRATS, who 
have never desired to “Let the Union slide.”— 
The true Democrats do not have to renounce 
their party or principles to be UNION men.— 
When other organizations have been faithless to 
the Constitution tbe Democracy have ever been 
true to it!
Think of this.
It seems to ns that those Democrats who are 
making themselves tails to the Republican kite 
of Wade, Giddings, Briukerhoff, & Co., are tak­
ing singular steps to “save the Union!” Last 
fall these very men sneered at the Democrats as 
“Union Shriekeis,” and snubbed us when we 
plead with tbe people to eschew sectional feeliDg! 
Will the Giddings faction heed you any more 
when IN the party than when OUT of it ? NO
“What’s the use of a Man Putting a
Patch on his Coat where there is no
Hole ?”
Was the reply of an old farmer the other day 
to an Abolitionist who was urging him to sign 
the call for a Fusion Convention. The old man 
said ho had been a Democrat and Union man 
all his life, and did not think it necessary to join 
the Republican Party to prove that he was now 
a Union man !
Embezzlement.
Several conductors of the Pittsburgh, Ft. 
Wayne and Chicago Railroad have been arrested 
at Pittsburgh and other places, charged with em­
bezzling the funds of the Company. The officers 
cli.im to have a list with dates and to be fully 
able to sustain the charges made.
usscU's Xrttfi'5.
[/’rofa ths Special Correspondence of the Lon. Timeii]
THE WAR IN AMERICA.
Washington, Aug. 5, 1861.
“ Let us only hold on till October and we are 
safe.” That oi something like it, was 6aid to 
me over and over again in the South by men who 
play no inconsiderable part iu the mystery drama 
of the Confederates. And when I asked one of 
these gentlemen, more than two months ago, 
what chance there was of the North giving tbe 
South all the time, I was answered almost in 
these words, “We are bound to go to the assis­
tance of Virginia. The whole of the northern 
frontier abounds in good positions, which can be 
fed by the rail from the South. The Abolition­
ists will come and give us battle. We are cer­
tain to whip them if they attack us, and the 
North will then learn it can't at once overrun us 
as it fancied. The leaders will pause. There 
will be a reaction up there. We will work all 
the harder and all the better for our victory, 
drilling our men and consolidating our resources 
The Northern cities will become discontented.— 
Foreign nations will ask when cotton ports are to 
be open. The North will have no reply. We 
shall be better able to fight in November than we 
shall be to fight in June. Every week's delay 
will add to the complications and weakness of 
the North, and at the end of the year will find 
them further from their aim than ever—division 
in their councils, even disturbance in their pop­
ulations, while we, inspired by the approach of 
success, will exhibit increasing energy and una­
nimity." A part of the programme has been al­
ready accomplished, but it does not follow that 
the remainder of the prophecy will be fulfilled 
with as much nicety. So far the result of the 
action of the 21st has been the prolongation of 
the war in America. The effect it may have had 
abroad will be known in a few days more. It is 
plain now that the Confederates were not only 
really unable to pursue their advantage, but that 
they were not at first-aware of its extent. They 
suffer from deficient transport, and are better pre 
pared for defense than for attack. Their army 
was almost as much “ scared,” to use an English 
word in an American way, as the Federalists if 
the reports are to be believed of confusion, wa­
vering, and retreat in their ranks—and of the 
passionate exertions of the officers, as well as of 
their losses. In fact, the Confederates stand be­
fore the world shipped of a good deal of the 
strength of which they boasted in actualnnmbers; 
and it is a poor cover to their weakness to put 
forward the assertion that only a small portion 
of their force was engaged, when it is notorious 
that they had sent to all quarters for reinforce­
ments, and above all, when it is considered that, 
by using all the means at their disposal, they 
could have forced the mass of the Federalist ar 
my to surrender prisoners of war and have occu­
pied the Capital. Their operations up to this 
time indicate hesitation and want of vigor; but 
it is just possible they may be preparing to strike 
some great blow * * * * *
* * The President is now vested with 
most extraordinary powers, such as were never 
heard of before except under a virtual despotism, 
because by a recent bill he is enabled to dismiss 
officers at pleasure, without giving a Court of In­
quiry. But the evil was enormous. Every­
where is the same story. At Newport the troops 
have been in a state of mutiny ; officers have 
shot soldiers in self defease. Demoralization 
prevailed largely in Butler’s force, and the men 
had burned down part of the protty village of 
Hampton. The day before yesterday a soldier 
shot a comrade io the street, close to the spot 
where I was standing—one ot many similar cases. 
The officers may not be responsible for all this, 
hut they are to be bl med for a good deal of the 
disorder. As a treat for Prince Napoleon, who 
ts passing bis lime here very quietly, the Wash­
ington papers propose that he should be invited 
to review the army by General MeClelian, but I 
do not think he will be asked to d) anythingfof 
ihe kind. A few months hence the suggestion 
would be less distasteful. Apropos o( tho Prince’ 
may be worth mentioning that when the Presi­
dent entertained him the other evening at tbe 
White House the band treated him no less than 
twice to the “ Marseillaise.” Lord Lyons, M. 
Mercier, and all the Ministers were present, but, 
owing to some unexplained reason, the Cievalier 
Beriinatti, minister of the King of Italy, was not 
invited, which is all the more curious on account 
of the Prince’s connexion with the House of Sa­
voy. On Sunday the French Minister, M. Mer­
cier, gave a dinner at his house, where the Prince 
is residing, to the Cabinet Ministers, at which 
Lord Lyons and the foreign representatives were 
present, as well as Mr. Summer and other dis­
tinguished persons. The vapid air of the Capi­
tal is scarcely ruffled by the Prince’s presence.
As a proof of the grand fibs which are manu­
factured here, and of the way in which they suc­
ceed, it may be mentioned that Gen. Scott was 
deceived by the statement that Confederate 
troops had desecrated Mount Vernon, so far that 
he issued an order, not remarkable for excellence 
of composition, though full of feeling, calling on 
the United States troops to respect the place in 
case they phould be called on to occupy the 
grounds. The Confederates were never thereat 
all, and Lady Georgina Fane and a lady who is 
travelling with her had no difficulty in going and 
returning under the escort of a British subject. 
The tendency, or rather the habit, of saying the 
thing which is not, and of putting out of all pro 
portion to the truth the thing that is, has been so 
developed by the war that one of the most re­
spectable journals in the city gravely and seri­
ously lectures the whole nation on its indiffer­
ence to truth and its inveterate love of exagger­
ation, in language which would be resented with 
acrimony if it were nsed by a stranger. Criticism 
is always resented by the criticised unless it be 
all sugar and treacle, and of all the people the 
most difficult to please are those who are vain, 
irritable, unfortunate and conceited. The voices 
which come from the other side of the Atlantic 
cannot be agreeable to a race ahove all things 
emulons of military prestige. Optat ephippia 
bos.* 1’ He will get them and have to pay for 
them presently ; bat in what will President Mc­
Clellan differ from Napoleon III except in ten­
ure of office? The United States army and na­
vy will be made worthy of the young Republic, 
and in their hearts men rejoice at the prospects 
of a “ stroog Government,’ which must come, 
though they cannot see how, out of the present 
conflict.
I am not quite certain that the silence which 
has obtained in Europe in reference to the con­
flict will not soon be resented as an impertinence 
and an insulting affectation of indifference to 
that which Americans regard as the greatest con 
teat the world has ever seen. No odo can be 
honestly indifferent to the result for they must 
affect Europe, just as any great disturbance in
in any State must produce an impression on the 
rest of the world. It is useless to say that we 
are not jealous of the grandeur and glory of the 
United States, for the national vanity would re­
gard the thing as impossible. It is, indeed, im­
possible to regard wilh indifference the fight 
which has such enormous interests and great 
principles involved in the issue, but it is unfortu­
nate for the United States that it has by turns 
affronted nearly every Government in Europe, 
and left to itself only the natural sympathies of 
the people for those who appear before them as 
the friends of liberty. There is one thing to be 
said about civil wars—they do not last long. It 
is probable that the ‘exceptionalism,’ if one may 
use the word, on which the Americans rather 
pride themselves will prevail in the case of the 
struggle between North and South. Each ofthe 
contending parties, however, believes it is sure 
to win. The voices from the South are, to be 
sure, rather deadened, and those of the North 
are swollen and blown out through penny trum­
pets and brass whistles, but there is still reason 
to think that both are bent on “ having it out.”— 
And, indeed the North must do so, even if sepa­
ration comes, for there would not and could not 
bean honorable peace if it followed an unavenged 
defeat in a contest wherein the victors had an­
nounced beforehand that their opponents were 
destitute of courage and manhood. It would not 
be possible for the North to live on terms of de­
cent amity with the South if the leaders on both 
■ides were to agree to a peace to-morrow. The 
violence and triumphant jubilation of the con­
querors would render it a mere armistice of short 
duration. Those who can see the reconstruction 
of the great Republic in the warring elements of 
this great convulsion, must believe in some new 
atomic theory, and in some novel chemistry of 
political affinities.
As I passed the State Department the other 
day, I observed on the ground great columns of 
marble in wooden, coffin like cases, lyiug by the 
roadside. Near the White House there was sim­
ilar food for ruins. Above the unfinished dome 
of the Capitol rises a great machinery of scaffold- 
age and leverage, motionless and lifeless, and 
around the very building in which Senator and 
Representatives keep high debate, lie the vast 
fragments which at some future day are meant to 
supplement arch and dome—the ideas of a con­
ception not yet brought into being. There are, 
then, two sorts of ruins—those of the thing which 
has been, and those ofthe thing which is not yet, 
and may never be at all. It was strange to see 
that all the effect of the work of years could be 
produced by the materials of work unaccomplish­
ed. The public buildings of Washington are 
surrounded before they are completed by the evi­
dence of what rhey must be when they shall have 
been destroyed. Before the Republic has finish­
ed its temples, the worship of the deities to whom 
they are erected is assailed by terrible heresies. 
The Capitol can never see within its dome the 
Senators and Deputies of the Union, of which it 
seems no inapt type in its aspiring incomplete­
ness. Can any even of the Powers most men­
aced and affronted L-y the Republic rejoice in its 
researches among the fragments ? Certainly 
England has not by word or deed within her bor 
ders exhibited a trace of the passions attributed 
to her by many bitter enemies.
Interesting faietn.
Particulars of the Railroad Catastrophe.
Hudson, Mo., Sept. G.
The following additional account of the terri­
ble disaster on the Hannibal and St. Joseph rail­
road is furnished by the St. Louis Republican :
The catastrophe occurred at Little Platte Riv­
er Bridge, nine miles east of S;. Joseph. The 
bridge was a substantial work one hundred and 
fifty feet span, and about thirty-five above the 
river. The timbers of tbe bridge had been burn­
ed underneath tbe track until they would sustain 
but little more than their weight. The fire was 
then extinguished, leaving the bridge a mere 
shell. The train, bringing from eighty-five to a 
hundred passengers, including women and chil­
dren, reached the river at 11 o’clock at night, 
and the cridge looking secure, passed on, but no 
sooner had the locomotive measured its length 
upon the bridge than some forty or fifty yards of 
the structure gave way, precipitating the entire 
train into the abyss below.
All the seats in the passenger coaches were 
torn and shoved in front, throwing men, women 
and children in a promiscous heap down the de­
clivity and burying them among the crushed 
timbert, or throwing them out of the cars through 
the broken sides, and jagged pieces of flooring 
impaled some. Some were mangled by machin­
ery tearing through the timbers, and several were 
caught between planks pressing like a vise. Oth­
ers were struck by parts of the roof as it came 
down with mighty force. Still others were cut 
with pieces of glass, while wounds and blood and 
agony prevailed all over the frightful scene, and 
shrieks of pain were mingled with cries of ter- 
or. In this way the two last cars of the train 
went down, pitching the passengers into the 
waeck, or throwing them into the water, which 
at this point is about a foot an d a half iu 
depth.
Only three persons, Mr. J. W. Parker, Super, 
intendent of tho U. S. Express, Mr. Mars Mail 
Agent, and Mr. Hogen, were able to afford assis­
tance to the suffering, the remainder of those 
who were not killed outright, being so disabled 
as to be helpless. After doing all that it was 
possible for those requiring immediate atten­
dance, Mr. Hogen, at midnight, left the wreck 
to go to St. Joseph for medical and other assis­
tance. He walked five miles of the way when 
he found a hand car, upon which he proceeded 
tbe remainder of the journey.
Two hundred yards west of the bridge he dis­
covered a heavy oak railroad tie strongly strap­
ped across the track, and two miles further west 
he found the trestle work over a small stream on 
fire, which, however, had not as yet been so bad­
ly burned that trains could not pass over it, or 
could not be easily extinguished.
On arriving at St. Joseph, the alarm was 
spread throughout the city, and although it was 
one o’clock .at night, seventy-five men, including 
all the physicians in the neighborhood, quickly 
volunteered their services, and at half-past three 
o’clock a train, fully supplied with medical stores 
and other necessaries, was at the scene of the 
disaster.
The wounded had all emerged from the wreck 
and were lying upon the banks and upon the 
sand bar in the river" Seventeen bodies were 
recovered, and it is believed that this number 
embraced all who were killed up to that time. 
Two persons were so badly mangled that it was 
not expected they would survive till morning, 
while many others were dangerously wounded 
and would have to be well taken care of to re­
cover. Many who will escape with their lives 
will he severely maimed and crippled.
Mr. Hogen, onr informant, did not remain to 
finish the embarkation of the wounded for St. 
Joseph, hat was despatched to Brookfield, which
is east of tbe bridge, for another train to go to 
the wreck. When he left, the names of the 
wounded were being taken down, and also such 
ofthe dead as had papers or other articles about 
them by which they coaid be identified.
Fifteen miles east of the Platte river Mr. Ha­
gen fouud another bridge over Smith’s Branch 
almost entirely burned, having been fired after 
the train passed west, thus preventing assistance 
from being sent from the east.
Lieut. Shaw, of the 1st Kansas Regiment, was 
killed, and Mr. Lownsbury and Sidney Clark 
wounded. Tuese are the additional names of 
those injured we have at present.
State of Affairs at Richmond-
We clip the following extracts from the let­
ters of a correspondent of the Charleston .Mer­
cury. He writes from Richmond, which he Bays 
is “packed to suffocation by an innumerable 
crowd of idlers, quid nuncs, public officials, ana 
soldiers, for the most part red capped, red faced, 
pussy, panting and perspiriug, with ice at twelve 
cents per pound, and little of that to be had for 
jove or money ; where every gate is thronged 
with suiters, eager for papers to go from this or 
permits to visit that camp ; where your nose and 
mouth are crammed with impalpable dust, and 
your ears stunned with the mutterings, grumb­
lings, and curses of d scontent or disappoint­
ment.” He gives the following gloomy accounts 
of the condition of the Commissariat, and the con> 
sequent sufferings of the soldiers:
There is universal complaint made of the want 
of efficiency in the Commissariat Department. 
It was felt severely and immediately after the 
battle ef Manassas. Our brave troops, particu­
larly the sick and wonded, suff-red greatly. 
Some of the troops were without provisions from 
Sunday breakfesk until Tuesday after the battle. 
Since then it has occurred more than once that 
many have been without food for twenty-four 
hours. Great indignation is felt throughout the 
army and iu Richmond on account of this out­
rageous and unendurable inefficiency. The effi­
ciency of the army is impaired, and even its 
movements retarded through the want of sup­
plies. I learn it has been, and is, a matter of 
bitter complaint and earnest remonstrance by 
the commanding Generals. And not only is 
there a wank of sufficient quantity, but the pro­
visions are not good, are, in fact, positively un 
wholesome. It is not only so at the camps in 
Fairfax county, where the army is large, but al­
so in other camps. A great deal of sickness is 
the natural consequence. One regiment near 
Acqnia Creek has lost sixty men, another thir­
ty. The weather has been intensely hot, and 
the great mortality is attributed by the troops to 
bad provisions, unsuitable at any time, especial­
ly during such a season.
The country people, camp-traders and sutlers, 
too, in the neighborhood of Fredericksburg and 
Acqnia Creek, charge the poor fellows most ex­
tortionate prices for every thing they buy. 1 
have heard it is the same in other places, but 
that it is there, I am assured by the best an:h?r- 
ity.
And not only is the department of subsistence 
ill managed, but the equally indispensable de­
partment to the mobility and efficiency, transpor­
tation, iB also lamentably behind. It was the 
condition of these two branches of the army 
which prevented General Beauregard from ad­
vancing to meet McDowell, as he had intended. 
It who his nnprrpnrrdness hi these which pre 
vented him from following the defeated enemy 
from Manasses- It is these which now paralyze 
him, prevent a forward movement, and is daily 
losing tae South the substantial fruits of the 
great victory. Beauregard has used superhu­
man exertions, and struggled against terrible 
and unappreciated difficulties and discourage­
ments. His great determination, and the pluck 
of his troops, have accomplished wonders. But 
the Executive vis inertia is a huge obstacle to 
success, and the public interests peremptorily re­
quire that no man, or jset of men, shoule stand 
in the way.
An Affecting" Incident of the Latj Battle
—Singular Meeting of Brothers After
Seven Year's Absence—Both Wounded.
A correspondent of the Richmand Dispatch 
writing from “Camp, near Manassas, July 27,” 
relates the following affecting incident, of the 
meeting, after the separation of seven years, be­
tween two brothers, one a member of the New 
Orleans Washington Artillery, and the other be 
longing to the Minnesota Infantry :
To the Editors of the Dispatch :
“I, together with several other gentlemen from 
Montgomery, a day or two ago, witnessed odo of 
the most singular, at the same time most affect­
ing incidents, which will probably occur during 
this most unholy war, if it should last for twenty 
years. We were straggliug over the battle field, 
examining the ground on which we had such a 
bloody couflict, and won such a glorious victory 
two days before. We came unexpectedly into 
the Centreville road, and seeing a house on our 
left with the usual signs betokening a hospital, 
one of our party being a physician expressed a 
wish to go down and see tho wounded. Upon 
inquiry we found that the stable below contained 
thirteen wounded Yankees ; we forthwith pro­
ceeded to the stable, and upon entering we found 
a Washington Artillery man seated by the side 
of a wounded soldier, evidently ministering to 
him with great care and attention. I introduced 
myself to him, and asked him whether he aided ! 
in working the battery which fought with first 
Virginia brigade. He told me he did not—be 
had fought in a battery lower down, and then re­
marked “that it was very hard to fight as he had 
fought, and turn and find his own brother fight 
ing against him,” at the same time pointing to 
the wounded soldier from whose side he had 
just risen.
I asked if it was possible that was his brother? 
“ Yes, sir, he is my brother Henry. The same 
mother bore us, tte same mother nursed ns.— 
We meet the first time for seven years. I be­
long to the Washington Artillery from New Or­
leans—he to the First Minnesota infantry. By 
the merest chance I learned he was here wound­
ed, and sought him out to nurse and attend him.’’ 
Thus they met—one from the North the other 
from the extreme South—on a bloody field in 
Virginia, in a miserable stable, far away from 
their mother, home and friends; both wounded 
—the infantry man by a musket ball in the right 
shoulder, the artillery man by the wheel of a 
oaisson over his left hand. Thus they met after 
an absence of seven years. Their names are 
Frederick Hubbard, Washington artillery, and 
Henry Hubard, First Minnesota infantry. We 
met a surgeon of one of the Alabama regiments 
and related the case to him, and requested, tor 
the sake of tbe artillery man, that his brother 
might be cared for. He immediately examined 
and dressed his wounds and sent in haste for an
ambulance to take the wounded “ Yankee ' to 
his own regimental hospital."
SPEECH OF MR. HENDRICKS OF 
INDIANA.
The Union Democracy of Johnson county, In. 
diana, held a ‘rousing’ meeting on Saturday the 
24th. The State Sentinel says :
On Saturday, August 24ih, the Democracy of 
Johnson county met in Mass Convention at 
Franklin. From all parts of the county they 
came pouring in at an early hour in the day.
The procession of wagons and horsemen from 
Pleasant township, headed by the “Star Spang­
led Banner," and a martial band playing “Hail 
Columbia’’ and “Yankee Doodle,” made its ap­
pearance first. The display was magnificent as 
it moved down the principal street and around 
the public square, amid the enthusiastic cheer­
ing of the multitude. Then came Clark, Woite,
River, Union, Hensley, Ninevahand Blue River, 
all Democratio townships. The people—the 
Democrats—fiom among whom 800 men, the 
officers being, with the exception of three, Re­
publicans. had already been furnished to the 
General Government for the defence of the Con 
stitution and the Union, came up. Nothing cal­
led them but the deep solicitude each man fell 
concerning the condition of a country which was 
once prosperous, happy and united. There were 
no nominations whatever to make, no candidates 
had bestirred themselves in order to rally crowds 
of their especial friends ; the p ople—tbe Dem­
ocracy—came only to testify anew their undying 
devotion to the Constitution and the Union.
Hon. Thomas A. Hendricks, late Democratic 
candidate for Governor, spoke as follows :
Mr. Hendricks being called for responded.—
He said that he had heretofore been honored by 
being called to address the people of the counties 
represented in this meeting. That was in our 
bright days of prosperity, but now darkness and 
ruin threaten us.
Republican leaders and newspapers now ap­
peal to us to abandon our party organization.—
How shall we respond? We have been Demo- 
erats because we believed tbe success of that 
party aud the adoption of its principles would 
secure the posperity of the ccunty and the con­
tinued Union of the States. For no other rea­
son have we been party men. Is there anything 
in the past history of the party that justifies us 
in abandoning it? Did it not have its origin in 
the early days of the republic, and was not Jef­
ferson its apostle and Jackson one ot its chief­
tains ? For sixty years past has it not been con­
nected with evory great movement of the Gov­
ernment and identified with its policy? In tbe; gesta tbe mode, 
adoption of that policy which has extended our ‘ 
borders and carried our flag westward to the 
ocean ; in the negotiation of the treaties that re­
gulate our intercourse with foreign nations, and 
secure our commerco upon all seas, and in the 
enactment of the laws which, because of their 
excellence, have become fixed and permanent, 
and in every contest for civil and religious liber 
ty, the Deroocratii joarty has stood in the front 
ranks During all the time of the ascendency 
of that party we have been a happy, united and 
presperous people, and our country has advan­
ced in its cireer of pride and greatness. But 
in 1860 that p irty was defeated and in its stead 
the Republican party came into power, and five 
short montl a of its rule presents our country in 
its present condition. But is the proposition to 
abandon party frankly and honestly made ? Do 
the Republican leaders intend to act upon it?
In his inaugural did not Mr. Lincoln say that the 
Chicago platform would be the law to his Admin­
istration ; and in his recent message did he not 
repeat that it was probable he would adhere to 
his inaugural? And are not Democrats driven 
from all civil offices to make place for Republi­
cans? Then the Republican platform is to be 
the policy of the Administration, and Democrats 
are everywhere to be proscribed because of their 
political opinions, and yet they are asked to ab­
andon party. It simply means that Democrats 
are asked to join the Republicans and to make 
in the North a gigantic sectional parly.
Is there anything in the present condition of 
the country that will allow us to abandon the 
Democratic organization ? Have wo not been 
ruined by sectionalism North ai d sectionalisms 
South—by fanatics North and by fire-eaters
“The proposal to remand the slaves at Fortress 
Monroe would create a national storm of indigna­
tion. A more fearful storm would follow a pro­
posal to sell them. In this state of the case it is 
said the General Government desires the mind of 
the people. We answer for ourself, and thous­
ands more of the North-west, let the slaves in each 
seceded State'be declared free from the date of the 
passage of the secession ordinance. We care not 
whether it shall be done tiy Congressional author­
ity, by Presidential Proclamation, or the decree of 
a Brigadier General. If need be, declare martial 
law in each seceded State, and under it all slaves 
free. How, matters not. The loyal States de­
mand this, and they will enforce the demand.-— 
The loyal citizens of seceding States can be com­
pensated, and the claims of manUrs in the loyal 
Border States purchased, and thus freedom may be 
consummated. The people did not enter this war 
wilh any such purpose; they only meant to en­
force law and order; they now mean to remove the 
cause of the present hostilities. It was not begun 
for that; but henceforth this is to be a war between 
freedom and slavery. This country‘cannot go on 
permanently half slave and half free.’ ‘The irre­
pressible conflict’ must cease, and it can only cease 
by tbe overthrow of freedom or slavery.
“Disguise it as we may, this i« a war between 
civilization and barbarism, freedom and slavery.- 
It is not to be settled on the old basis of the equal­
ity of barbarism with civilization. The slavehold­
ing oligarchy must be subdued, and labor agaia 
ennobled by making It every where free.
“Therefore lot there be no disastrous compro­
mise which shall give expiring slavery new life, 
or invest conquered slavery with the palm of vic­
tory under the heel of conquest. Let the ques­
tion of supremacy be settled once and forever.— 
Lot the front guard of our legions ‘proclaim liberty 
South—by tbe appeals of demagogues North and 'throughout all the land unto all the inhabitants 
and South to sectional passion, predjudice and thereof-’ There are difficulties involved in so do- 
hatred—until the people have come to hate each I ,Dg’ bul th,ey must,b« met fairly and squarely,and 
other? We all know this is the cause of our trou-1 »ot «<> '“’“Perable as those which must attend 
,, Tk.. . i j .i i i another attempt to carry on this Governmentu . u u h?W,C?n abando" PWty I ‘half slave and half free,’ to administer harmoni-
whicb holds doctrines fair, equal and just to all , ously the affairs of'a house divided against itself,' 
sections, and leave the cause of our country in ] or to settle peacefully an ‘irrepressible conflict.” 
the hands of the men who have contributed to ' . . . .
our present condition ? While we ^ave a coun­
try to save and a Union to preserve, there is a 
work aud mission for the Democratic party.
It may be that Republicans may fell that they 
ought to abandon their party and form a Union 
party. That is well, if they will abandon their 
sectional and embrace Union s°ntiments— but 
Democrats do not need to abandon Demoerscv 
to become Union men. If they are good and 
true Democrats. They are good and trueUuion 
men. For years have we not deprecated the or­
ganization of geographical parties, preaching the 
doctrines of Washington’s Farewell Address un 
til we have been ridicul-d as Union-savers?— 
these times prove Washington to have been not 
only a statesman but a prophet.
I have no time to undertake a discussion of! 
the great questions that now force themselves 
upon the public attention. I can only say that 
I do not defend or justify the people of ihu South.
The revolution which they have precipitated is 
not to be justified—it was without adequate
cause. Congress has now, by legislation, recog- ! the seceded States h ivo beeu] forward in their ap- 
nized the existence of war, aud as good citizens ; proval of the 6ecessiou movement, not only as ia- 
we respect that action of Congress, and sustain j dividual*, but in large ecclesiasticnl councils, 
the present Administration in it execution. But Abolitionism has divided the churches. It ha* 
at the same time we hope for an early, honorable 1 disgraced tho statute-books of some of the States 
and permanent peace, and ought to favor every i ?v,th..uncons,t,(t“Uona! personal-liberty bills. It
movement to that end. Had the Crittenden j ’/J Whul,,’ » r iT'-? 7 V T® H
, . . i » j i . • , I the White House a sectional President. Ithasdi-amendments been adopted last winter, peace j vi(ied a once united and prosperoU8 people in feel- 
could now smile upon our land. But sectional I il)g aild in forni. has in;o,v;d the £at£n in wa,( 
men then said no more compromises—no more to carry on which $400,000,000 is called for as the 
concessions—and now Ihe same men say, no > first installment. It proposes jow to rob the slave 
compromise with rebels with arms in their hands, j Stales of two thousand millions of dollars’ worth 
When Scott, in the midst of his splendid achieve ' of property iu the persons of theirslaves; to throw 
ments in Mexico, suspended hostilities until our; four millions of negroes, unprepared for liberty 
peace messenger could meet the Mexican author- 1 ai)d unaccustomed to self maintenance, as freemen, 
ities for negotiations and adjustment, who in all1 uPon tbe world, there to relap«e into bar arismand 
this land did not say it was in accordance with degradation. It proposes to give up e^ncs an
the spirit of Christianity aud of civilization—and 
altogether becoming the proud nation aud people 
whose army then stood still ?
I do not know that adjustment is possible— 
but if poss:ble, I am for it—and should have sup­
ported the proposition of Mr. Cox in the late 
Congress, for the appointment of a number of 
our most eminent men as commissioners to meet 
men of the like sort from the South. If it could 
result in no good, it would do no harm. But even 
that was rejected by the party in power.
It is now being given out that the present Ad­
ministration is the Government end that no 
strictures upon it will be allowed. That senti­
ment must be resisted if we are to retain out lib 
erties. Eternal vigilence is tbe price of liberty. 
The conduct of publie officers is always the 
proper subject of investigation and criticism. 
Tyrants »-lone may claim an exemp’ion. The 
conduct of Mr. Lincolu in making arrests wilh 
out authority of law, and continuing the impris ,
onment without trial; and in interfering with 
the liberty of the press and freedom of speech, 
all in the very face of the Coestitution, admon­
ishes us that our liberties are in danger. I be-i 
lieve cone are so stupid now, as to suppose that 
the cause of the north has beeo promoted by 
these acts which a Republican Senate refused to 
sanction, but on the contrary, it is quite evident 
that the effect has beeu to strengthen the seces­
sion sentiment in some localities. It is a foul 
heresy that the President may violate the Consti­
tution in order to preserve it.
Why this sensitiveness to investigation, diicus.- 
eion and criticisms, when the gravest interests 
of the people are involved ? If public affairs 
are being properly conducted, discussion will 
show it, and tbe hands of the officers will bo 
strengthened. If, on the other hand/ there la 
much peculation, fraud and favorism ; if tho 
peopls's money is being nsed to enrich corrupt 
partisans, and the public service is neglected, 
ought not these things to be exposed aud cor­
rected ? While I think that in its leading meas­
ures this Administration has been deeply in fault, 
I am gratified at being able to say that I believe 
the affairs of that department presided over by 
an Indianian, are ably and efficiently conduct­
ed.
Had I lime 1 would call your attention to the 
recent legislation of Congress—to the tariff pol­
icy which stimulates Eastern industry and enter- 
prize, and paralyzes the West ; and to the di­
rect tax law, which will fall most heavily upon 
agriculture, but the lateness of the hour ad­
monishes me that my remarks must come to a 
closo.
In maintaining the Democratic organization 
I believe you serve the country, and my heart is 
with you in the movement.
After the conjlusion of Mr. Hendrick's speech 
the meeting adjourned with three times three 
cheers for the Constitution and the Union.
WHAT NEXT !
Under the above caption, the North-western 
Methodist Advocate i published at Chicago indulg­
es In the following remarks on the growing dis­
position iu the Republican ranks to make the 
present war nil Abolition crusade against slavery. 
The North-western Advocate says:
“There is an evident feeling among all loyal 
alasses iu favor of an early termination ol the pre­
sent war, aud with it the termination of American 
slavery. It has been at once our sin and our pun­
ishment, and only can we hope for permanent 
peace when we put it from us. Heretofore alt 
have oonceded the difficulty of abrogating the sys­
tem. It had become so inwoven w-ith every part 
of the Government—with its politics, its legisla­
tion, its judiciary, its commerce aud manufactures, 
that its removal seemed impossible, but now we 
are brought face to face with the opportunity.— 
This rebellion furnishes the justification and-sug-
A very appropriate caption for the above is the 
query, “What next?” And when widely-oircula- 
ting and influential leligious journals put forth 
such monstrous propositions, it behooves every 
Democrat and every conservative American citi­
zen seriously to inquire: ‘-What next will occur in 
the programme of insane Abolitionism?”
It is to he feared that the Methodist Church in 
the North is, to a very considerable extent, respon­
sible for the evils which Abolitionism has brought 
upon the country. The froquent agitation of the 
slavery question in the general councils of that 
Church made the Southern Confedereuce restive 
and dissatisfied, aud the action of the General Con­
ference in 1844, in the case of Bishop Andrews, 
forced the Southern Conferences into secession, 
and the organization of the Churoh South. Be­
ing thus free from Abolition interference, the 
Southern Church has pursued a course of unpar­
alleled prosperity, having almostdoubled its mem­
bership in seventeen years. The successful exper­
iment of a Southern Church has no doubt done 
much to prepare the way for the inaugurated ex­
periment of a Southern Confederacy. For it ha* 
been an ob»ervable fact that many of the clergy of
cotton fields an I sugar plantations of the South to 
the thistle and bramble—to make desolate the 
homes of happy families and contented slaves—to 
cut short the millions of dollars of exports from 
the slave States. The heart sickens at the evils 
which the demon of Abolitionism has entailed and 
proposes to entail upon the country. And In view 
ot the sentiment* of the North-western, well may 
he inquire, what next?—Cincinnati Enquirer.
One of the boys of Wisconsin, in earap 
at Washington, writes:
We have do fear ot anothei Bull Run, because 
we know tl at McClellan will make no such'bull, 
or if he thould, our boy* will make no such 
run.
Upon the reading of the Declaration of 
Independence, at Ypulanti, on the fourth of Ju­
ly by a citizen, a gentleman from the rural di*, 
tricts made his comment: “Oh, he read it weli 
enough, but darned if I beli3ve he wrote it.”
onocratic Winter DON’T FRET YOURSELVES J
EDITED BY L. 11 A R P E R. 
FIREMAN WHOM THU TRUTH SIAKEH FRIE.
MOUNT VCUNON, OHIO:
[DAY MORNINoZ"...SEPTEMBER 17, tS6l
locratic (Jniou Slate Nom­
inations.
Union, the Contiitution, and the enforce 
foreemeni of tht Laws."
FOR GOVERNOR, *
HUGH J. JEWETT,
Of Wes', ingum.
LIEUTENANT GOVERNOR,
JOHN G. MARSHALL,
Of Hrotcn.
SUPREME JUDGE,
TilO.ltAS J. S. SMITH,
Of HaMta»mery.
SECRETARY OF t*TATE,
WILLIAM W. ARMSTRONG.
Of Seneca.
TREASURER OP STATE,
GEORGE W. HOLMES,
Of Hamilton.
COMPTROLLER,
WAYNE GRISWOLD,
Of Pickuiciy.
BOARD OF PUBLIC WORKS,
JAKES? W. F1TCIT,
Of Cuyahoga.
FOR SENATOR,
THOMAS AHMOR, of Holmes, 
iiuocralic Lu5on County Ticket.
FOR REFRF-SRNTATIVB,
DANIEL PAUL, of Clay.
BOH TREASURER,
PAUL WELKER, of Howard.
COMHISSIONER,
SAMUEL BRYAN I', of Wayne. 
INFIRMARY DIRECTOR,
JOHN INSCHO, of Liberty.
SURVETOR,
EMMET W. COTTON, of Clinton.
The Editor of the Republican appears to hat£ f - 
worked himself up into a high state of excite­
ment, because the Democracy of ojtl Knox, in ; 
their recent County Convention, did noV’seo pro­
per to nominate Messrs. Wait Whitney and J. 
W, Bradfield, merely because those gentlemen 
'had been placed in nomination by the Republi- 
I can, or bogus “Union Convention.” In reply to 
! the Republican's balderdash, it is only necessary 
j for ns to say that tho names of Messrs. W bitney 
and Bradfield were brought before the Detno 
Jcratic Convention, and both received a respecta- 
i ble vote. They were thus placed upon an eqnal- 
•ity with all the other candidates; but it seems 
' that the Convention, by its action, decided tha1 
, there were other Democrats whose claims and 
' qualificatiJhs they considered superior to those 
jof Messrs. Whitney and Bradfield—gentlemen 
1 every way as well, if not better qualified to file 
! the ©dices of Representative and Commissioner 
; than the gentlemen nomination by the Fusion'
; ists.
I Not only Messrs. Paul arid Bryant, but every 
, man upon tho Democratic ticket, are as true 
i Union men as breath the breath of life. They 
are old Jeffersonian Democrats, who are for the 
whole Union, as it was formed by the sages and 
patriots of the revolution, and have always stood 
by the Constitution and laws of their country.— 
They have never rallied under flags with sixteen 
stars, nor have they ever engaged in a crazy ab. 
olition crusade against the people and the insti­
tutions of the South. Democratic Union men 
are the kind that should be placed in office.
i DEMOCRATIC senatorial convention. Reptfbli-
ndir no Circumstances wcuhl 
Consent to a Dissolution of tlie 
ilon, or Consider Terms of Sep- 
atlon.
SI. J. JEWETT.
Meeting of the Central Committee.
?he Democratic Central Committee for Kuox 
jnty, will meet at the office of the Democratic 
nner, on Saturday next, September 21st, at 
/clock, P. M. Punctual attendance is request- 
as business of importance will be transacted. 
The committee consists of L. Harper, James
Wonderful Change in Public Sentiment 
It is truly astonishing, and pleasing as aston­
ishing, to witness the wonderful change that has 
taken place in public sentiment within the last 
few weeks. The Abolition or Republican party, 
finding itself incapable of administering the af­
fairs of Government, has “gone under ;” and the 
new party that has sprung into existence from 
its ruins, has been forced to nominate Demo­
crats, in order to gain the confidence and sup. 
port of any considerable portion of the people.— 
One of the mo3t ultra Abolition papers in the 
State, that has heretofore done its full share to­
wards destroying the Union, now supports old 
“Pot Mstal” for Governor aud carries for its 
motto the glorious sentiment of Gen. Jackson: 
"The Union, it must and shall be preserved.”
In this county the Republicans are supporting 
Wait Whitney, a “Breckinridge Pro-Slavery 
Democrat,” for tha Legislature,—a man who 
would not vote for Douglas men on our county 
ticket last year, assigning, as a reason, that 
‘Douglas men were as bad as Abolitionists I”
Pursuant to a call of the Democratic Centra. 
Committee, a Delegate Convention of the Dem- 
Loeiataof Knox County, assembled in the Court 
House in Mt. Vernon, on Monday, the 9th of 
September. On motion, Ab3alom Thrift, of 
Morris, was chosen President; John Ilarrod, of 
Clay, Daniel Wilson of Milford, and Jos. Laver- 
ing of Middlebury, Vice Presidents, and Frank 
[I. Hurd of Clinton, and J. P. Cunningham of 
Brown, secretaries. On motion the townships 
I were called and,the following delegates appeared 
and took their seats in the tonventio'n :
Jackson—John S, McCarnment, Daniel Nich­
ols, Richard Mavis.
Butler—C. C. Gamble, Jaeob Horman, Jacob 
Beal,
Union — W. T. McMahon, Lewis Britton, Levi 
Sapp.
Jefferson—Jas. Withrow, A. Sbrimplio, Jos- 
B'uebaugh. •
Brown—J. P. Cunningham, W. Loney, Peter 
Shaffer.
Pike—J. Wineland, C. Babbs, J. Dunmire. 
Howard — II. T. Porter, J. Berry, Basil 
Chritchfield.
Monroe—H. II. Young, W. Grubb, Jno. Ham­
mond.
Harrison—J. Dudgeon, S. Horn, Mdse's Sehoo- 
ler.
C7ay—J. W. Boggs, C. Dudgeon, J. Harrod. 
College — Ban. Casteel, C. Tress, J. Lyba.rger. 
Hiller—Rufus Lockwood.
Morgan—John Sellers, W. 0. B. Honey, W. 
McDonald.
D. Wilson, J. n. Jagger, W. H.Mc-
The Senatorial Convention of the distriet com­
posed of'Knox, Wayne, Ho'raeA and Morrow, 
met pursuant to a call, at Miller's Hall in Mans­
field, on tha 10th of September.
The Convention was called to order by J. A. 
Estill of Holmes, and on motion L. Harper, of 
Knox was chosen Chairman, and J. A. Estill of 
Holmes, and Frank II. Hurd of Knox, Secreta­
ries.
On motion a committee of four, one from each 
county was appointed to select rules and regula­
tions for the convention. The chair appointed 
on that committee, J. A. Estill of Holmes, Ab­
salom Thrift of Knox, Benj. Eason of Wayne, 
and J. A. Beebe of Morrow.
A committee of four, one from each county, 
was also appointed on resolutions. The commit­
tee consisted of Benj. Eason of Wayne, J. Poul- 
8on of Holmes, H. Randolph of Morrow, and Mr, 
Dudgeon of Knox.
1 he committee on rules and regulations made 
the following report :
Resolved, That this Convention be governed by 
the usual parliamentary rules of such conven­
tions.
Resolved, That one delegate be allowed for each 
100 votes cast at the state election, which enti­
tles Wayne to 33 votes, Knox to 26, Morrow to 
19, Holmes to 22.
R. P. Spalding—Emasculated 
cans.
This gentleman is a candidate for the State 
Senate on the New Republican Union party tick­
et. He is a very proper candidate. We suggest 
the following as his platform :
Cleveland, O., June 29, 1850.
Geo. IP. Weston, Fsq.—Dear Sir: 1 beg 
leave to call your attentfon to an “editorial’ in 
your paper (weekly) of the 25th inst., under the 
title or heading of “Judge Swan of Ohio”, and 
in doingso to say that the writer is deceived if 
he supposes that Judge Swan was left off the tick­
et on account of his residence in Columbus. He 
■ was dropped tor the reason that he, as a Judicial 
I Officer, recognized the, Fugitive Slave enactment
A Great Battle in Wes­
tern Virginia!
Gen. Kosencrans Against 
Gen. Floyd!
Floyd Flies with Bum Whole 
Force by i^i^ht!
THE KILLED AND WOUNDED !
Clarksburg, Va., Sept. 12.
A battle took place about 3 o’clock Tuesday af­
ternoon near Summerville. General Rosecrans 
of 1850 of binding force in Ohio ; and the other | after making reconnoisance, found Floyd’s army, 
two Judges who were with him in opinion, will J 5000 strong with 16 field pieces, eutrenched in a
be dropped in the same wav as soon as they are 
reached in the order of time,. We do not recog­
nize men to be Republicans here in Ohio, who 
will, for a moment, sustain that miserable enact­
ment. They were not so recognized at Philadel 
phia in 1855.
I know there are politierans in our ranks who 
aim to emasculate the Republican organization 
with a view to their individual aggrandizement. 
Let them beware ; and let us beware of them.— 
Take from the Republican party its Anti-slavery 
element, and you leave it a lifeless corpse.
If it were possible to accomplish any victory 
by any such “ getting down stairs,” I should 
greatly prefer a defeat, and thousands and tens 
of thousands, who like you and I, came from the 
line of the old Democratic party, would bow their 
heads with shame if they found they had aided in
T1 , . ... ! restoring the old Whig dynasty at the expense ofResolved, Ibat the delegates present be allow- ; freedom.
I pray you to publish this communication in 
your next paper.
I am sincerely your friend,
Andrews, M. W. Schooler, Dr. M. Shaw, JaA Th} Way to qjvq „Aid ai?d Comfort” to
itbrow, John S. McCarnment, W. J. McGugin, 
,mes Ball, and James Headington,
L. HARPER, Chairman
DEMOCRATIC COUNTY TICKET.
The proceedings of tho Democrats County 
[invention, which assembled in Mt. Vernon, on 
onday last, will be found in to-day’s paper.— 
he Convention was fully attended by the true, 
>nest and loyal men of the party. The ticket
the Rebels.
The best possible way for the Republicans to 
give “aid and comfort” to the Disunionists of the 
South, is for them to constantly call the Demo­
crats “rebels,” “traitors,” “secessionists,” “lo­
ries,” &c., &c. By repeating such vile, wicked, 
dastardly falsehoods in regard to one half the vo­
ters in the Northern States, tuey may after a 
while convince the world that the North is divi. 
ded and tho South united in regard to the pre­
sent civil war. By using such insulting lan-accd in nomination is in all respects an excel 
nt one, composed of unwavering Democrats, of towards Democrats, the Republicans may
io strictest integrity and high moral worth.
Tho names of the gentlemen placed in notni. 
ition are as follows: For Representative, 
taniel Paul, of Clay township ; Treasurer, Paul 
falker, of Howard; Commissioner, Samuel
possibly think it a fino way to produce a good 
state of feeling in the community, and hasten on 
the millenium. But perhaps it may be welt 
enough for us to say that Democrats are but hu­
man beings, and claim no attributes of divinity
vyant, of Wayne ; Infirmary Director, John The7 have never learned how to restrain their 
inscho, Liberty ; Surveyor, E. W, Cotton, Clin- i Passious any better than other folks; and if they 
D ! should occasionally give striking evidence of
This ticket is entitled to the confidence and ,their unwillingness to submit to insults such es
learty support of every true Democrat in Knox 
lounty. The gentlemen are all well known to 
he public—are horcst, capable and faithful to 
he Constitution, and are Union men to the 
utk-bone. Let all friends of law, order a d 
;ood-gover»ment rally to their support.
senatokial’nomination.
Tho Democratic Senatorial Convention, which 
tssembled at Mansfield, on Tuesday last, nomi' 
lated Tuomas Aauna, of Holmes county, on 
the first ballot, as the candidate for Senator,— 
We have not the pleasure of being acquainted 
with Mr. Armor, but he is said to be a sound 
Democrat and an honest and intelligent man.— 
His neighbors in Holmes county give him a good 
name, and pledge him a majority of 800 or 
1000. Wo consider his election as certain.
The Wayne County Democrat says :
Mr. Armor's selection is an excellent one, ns 
he Is a gentleman in every respect qualified for 
the position, and is universally regarded as an 
honest and upright citizen by all who know him. 
Mr. Armor, some years ago, wa3 admitted to the 
bar and practiced law, in which ho was very suc­
cessful, but afterwards chose tho occupation of 
farmer, and has siuce been earning his “bread 
by the sweat of his brow.” No man who votes 
for him will ever have cause to regret it.
—----------- ---------------------
A Great Eettle in Western Virginia.
The news of the great Battle near Summer, 
ville, in Western Virginia, between Gen. Rose­
crans and Gen. Floyd, shows that it was a hard 
fought and bloody conflict. Floyd, with his rebel 
troops disappeared at night, thus admitting that 
they were either unwilling or UDable to renew 
hostilities the next day. ' It seems that the Nor­
thern troops engaged in this battle were all from 
Ohio, and their gallant conduct shows the good 
name and fame of their State has been safely in­
trusted to their keeping. The force under Gen. 
Rosencrans in Virginia, is said to be about 17,- 
000. The troops are all in fine condition, and 
will no doubt soon have some pretty hot fight­
ing.
Borrowing the Banner.
Some of our Democratic friends are very much ,
annoyed by • Republican neighbors constantly 
borrowing the Banner, in many cases before 
they have had an opportunity to read it them, 
selves. The meanest part of this business is 
that the worst class of borrowers are the very 
men who lately withdrew their names from our 
subscription list, under a threat that they would 
“break ihe paper down.” It astonishes-these 
people to find that the “ Old Banner’’ flourish­
es without their “patronage.”
Rumored Removal of Gen. Fremont.
The New York Commercial has a rumor from 
Washington that Gen. Fremont has been re­
moved, or rather superceded in command by Gen • 
Meigs. It is said Mr. Blair has gone to St. Lou­
is to explain to Fremont the necessity of this step 
The reasonssre. supposed, to be that General. 
Fremont exceeded his authority by the procla 
mation be issued, and that he has, in other res­
pects acted in important matters, not only with, 
out’consulting the Government but in contraven­
tion of its orders and practice.
the above, it will only show that they have in 
herited their share of the frailties of the old Ad
Milford—
Gugin,
Pleasavt-
mon,
Clinton—
Hurd.
Morris—
-M. MeKibben, J. Ulrey, W. Lha-
J. K. Miller, J. Hopkins, Frank H
A Thrift, J. Rhinehart, J. Stigers. 
Berlin—M. Hess, J, Lore, Jaeob Merrin. 
Wayne—A. Keller, T. J. Logan, W. Dunham, 
Liberty—E. D. Bryant, N. Bradfield, W
A GREAT BATTLE APPROACHING.
The signs of the times clearly indicate that a 
terrible battle will be fought within a few days 
between Manassesand Washington. The North­
ern army in and about the National Capital is 
very largo, and under the rigid discipline ofGen. 
McClellan, must be well prepared for service.— 
The Southerners are boastful and confident; but 
we are clearly of the opinion that they will fare 
worse than they did at Bull Run. Forney, of 
the Philadelphia Press, who is iu position to 
know whereof he writes, says: “When Gen. 
McClellan encounters General Beauregard he 
will annihilate him, and compel a surrender that 
will be followed, I predict, by a perpetual peace.” 
God speed the desired event 1
The Political Soothsayers.
It wa3 one of the sayings of Seneca that he 
could not see how two soothsayers could look 
each other in the face without laughing. If the 
editors of the Sandusky Register and the Cleve­
land Leader should happen to meet one of these 
days, and read aloud each other’s articles, mak­
ing empty professions of love for the Union, we 
guess their cachinnations would awake.the spirit 
of old John Brown !
Judge Rufus P. Spalding.
Now let us hear from Judge Rufus P. Spald­
ing, a delegate from Ohio to the Black Republi­
can National Convention of 1856 and 1860. He 
made a speech in the Convention of 1856, which 
nominated Fremont, in which he said :
“ In the case of the alternative being presented 
of the continuance of slavery ora dissolution of 
the Union, I AM TOR DISSOLUTION , aud I 
care not how quick it comes.”
The Republicans, by their action at Col­
umbus, have acknowledged to the world that 
their party is corrupt, dishonest, and wholly in­
capable of administering the affairs of the State 
and National Governments, Poor Dennison! 
If he had the spirit of a chicken he would resign 
at once, and pass the remainder of his days in a 
nunnery !—Mt. Vernon Banner.
Governor Dennison will not resign ; his friends 
say that this is the last office he ever expects to 
i hold, and he must “ stay it out.”
i The meanest thing was a lot of Democrats 
I “ ringing” into the Convention, for the purpose, 
as one of them said, “ of cleaning out the State 
House rats,” and now openly boasting of their 
success.—Statesman.
The Washington Sunday Chronicle—a paper 
conducted by Col. Forney—says it comes to the 
conclusion, after a careful sifting of information 
and close calculating, that the Southern force 
available for au attack upon Washington is 90,- 
000 men, and that 100,000 effective U. S. troops 
are in and in the immediate vicinity of Washing­
ton. _____  ___ ________
Brig. Gen. R. C. Schenck, h&3 been or­
dered to take command in Western Virginia, 
the same command in which Gen. Hill distingn 
ished himself.
Ewalt.
Middlebury
Ackerman.
On motion a committee of one from each town­
ship was appointed, to select delegates to a Sen­
atorial convention. The chari appointed Dan 
Nichols, C. C. Gamble, W. T. McMahon, Jas 
Withrow, J. P, Withrow, J. Wineland, H. T, 
Porter, H. H. Young, J. Dudgeon, J. M. Boggs 
Ben. Castell, J. Sellers, D. Wilson, M. McKiblen 
J. K. Miller, J. Rhinehart M. Hess, A. Keller, E 
D. Bryant, Jos. Lavering.
On motion a committee of eight were appoint­
ed to nominate delegates to the Judicial Conven 
tion, as follows : Frank II. Hurd, Lewis Britton 
T. J. Logan, J. Harrod, B. Chritchfield, Jno. Me 
Camment, D. Wilson, C. Ball.
On motion of J. Withrow a committee, of five 
were appointed to nominate a Central Commit- 
for the ensuing year as follows: J. Withrow, 
Moses Schooler, C. C. Gamble, W. I. McGugin J. 
Rhinehart.
On motion, it was resolved that the Conven­
tion be governed by usual rules that govern such 
bodies, and that the nominations be made in the 
following order : Representative, Treasurer, Com­
missioner, Surveyor, Infirmary Director.
The Convention then took a recess until j af­
ter one in the afternoon.
At that hour the Convention was called to or­
der, and the committee to select names for a cen­
tral committee reported as follows : Chairman, L. 
Harper, of Clinton ; John M. zVndrews, of Clin­
ton ; Moses Schooler, Harrison ; Meehac Shaw, 
Berlin ; James Withrow, Jefferson ; John S. Mc- 
Camment, Jackson; James Headington, HiP 
liar.
The committee to name delegates to Senatorial 
Convention reported the following as the Dele­
gates : Jos. Lavering, A. Thrift, Jacob Merrin,
L. Harper, R. Tulloss, Frank H. Hurd, Moses 
Dudgeon, Dan Nichols, J. P. Cunningham, M. 
McWilliams, T. J. Logan, Dan Porch, E. H 
Dodson.
The committee on Delegates to the Judicial
Convention then reported as follows : Jno Me 
Camment, C. C. Gamble, W. Walker J. P. Cun­
ningham, H. T. Porter, Moses Schooler, W. Mer 
cer, C. McClain, R. Miller, James Young, Enoch 
Critebfield, Adam Shipley, John Thompson Sam 
uel Israel, D. C. Montgomery, Frank H. Hurd, 
Jno. Colopy, J. H. Jagger, Jerome Rowley, D. 
C. Beach, L. Van Buskirk, M. Hess
On motion the convention proceeded to ballot 
for Representative. The names of Dan. Paul 
of Clay, Wait Whitney of Brown, Adam Rhine 
hart of Morris and C. C. Gamble of Butler, were 
proposed:
FIRST BALLOT.
Daniel Paul............ ..................................21
Wait Whitney..... . ..................................... 18
Adam Rhinehart....................................... 18
C. C. Gamble............................................... 6
second ballot.
Paul..............................................  27
Whitney.......................................................17
Rhinehart......................  17
THIRD BALLOT.
Paul............................................................ 34
Whitney.......................................................16
Rhinehart...................................................14
On motion, the nomination of Mr. Panl for 
Representative was made unanimous.
The names of Paul Welker of Howard and 
Charles McClain of Morgan, were presented for 
Treasurer. Paul Welker having received a ma­
jority of the votes cast, on the first ballot, was 
declared the nominee by acclamation.
The following candidates were presented for 
Commissioner : Samuel Bryant of Wayne ; J. 
Rnmmel of Middlebury, J. 'vv. Bradfield ofUnion, 
J. Inscho of Liberty. On the fourth ballot Sam­
uel Bryant was declared nominated and the nom­
ination was made unanimous.
Emmet W. Cotton, of Clinton was then nom­
inated by acclamation for Surveyor, and John 
Inscho of Liberty for Infirmary Director.
Frank H. Hurd then offered the following res­
olution, which was adopted without a dissenting 
voice :
Resolved, That we, the Democracy of Knox 
County, approve of the Platform adopted by the 
Democrats of the State, in the 7th of August 
Convention, r.nd heartily endorse the patriotic 
sentiments of Hugh J. Jewett, our candidate for 
Governor, as expressed in his letter of accept­
ance.
The convention then adjourned with three 
cheers for the Constitution and the Union and 
our whole country, without division or repara­
tion.
A. THRIFT, Cnairman.
Frank H. Hurd, |
J. P. Cunningham, J
-J. Lavering, T. P. Killen, M
ed to cast the full vote of the county.
Resolved, That a majority of all the votes cast 
be necessary to a choice.
While the committee on resolutions were pre­
paring their report, J. A. Beebe of Morrow, ad 
dressed the convention in a very interesting man­
ner, in which he boldly declared the high mis­
sion of the Democratic party in the present cri­
sis. After his remarks, the Committee on reso­
lutions reported as follows:
Resolved, That we endorse the platform adopt­
ed by the Democracy at the 7th of August Con­
vention, and that the patriotic sentiments ot 
Hugh J. Jewett meet our views exactly.
On motion, the convention proceeded to bal­
lot for a Senator. The name of Thomas Armor 
of Holmes was presented by J. A. Estill and 
that of Jacob Merrin of Knox by Ab. Thrift. 
The first ballot resulted as follows :
Thomas Armor ............. . .......... ............... 55
Jacob Merrin......... .................................. 45
On motioD, the nomination of Mr. Armor was 
made unanimous. J. A. Estill then, in a few 
appropriate remarks, accepted the nomination 
in behalf of Mr. Armor, and assured the conven­
tion that the nominee was true to the Union and 
the great principles of the Democracy.
On motion the convention adjourned sine die.
L. HARPER, President,
J. A. Estill,
F. H. Hurd, Secretaries.
Secretaries.
R. P. SPALDING. 
We should like to know whether the Judge 
thinks the “ Republican organization” is “ emas1 
culated,” and whether it has been done for the 
“ individual aggrandizement” of any of the “ old 
Whig dynasty And whether the Republican 
party is a “ lifeless corpse” since the “ Anti-sla­
very element” is taken from it? Spalding 
would make a proper candidate for that branch 
of the party.—Statesman.
The Republicans Preferred War 
before Compromise——A Dissolu­
tion of the Union in preference 
to a Rupture of the Republican 
Party!—The Prooi!
A REMINISCENCE.
The following letter was written by Senator
Chandler, of Michigan, to Governor B’air of the 
same State. At its date the memorable Peace 
Congre33 was in session at Washington. To this 
Convention the Republican Legislature had re­
fused to send delegates. It was during its sit­
ting, and at a moment when it seemed that it 
might adopt measures calculated to restore the 
Union and prevent war, that Senator Chandler 
wrote to Governor Blair, urging that the Legis­
lature of Michigan should reconsider their former 
action, and send delegates to the Convention,for 
the express and sole purpose of preventing the 
adoption of any measures of conciliation :
Washington, Feb. 11, 1851.
My Dear Governor: Governor Bingham 
and myself telegraphed you on Saturday, at the 
request of Massachusetts and New York, to send 
delegates to the Peace or Compromise Congress. 
They admit that we aie right and they are wrong 
that no Republican State should have sent dele: 
gates ; but they are here and can’t get away.— 
Ohio, Indiana and Rhode Island are caving in, 
and there is danger of Illinois, and now they beg 
na for God’s sake come to their rescue, and save 
the Reyublican party from rupture. I hope you 
will send stiffed backed men or none. The whole 
thing was got up against my judgment and ad­
vice ; and will end in thick smoke. Still, I hope 
a3 a matter of courtsey to some of our erring 
brethren, that you will send the delegates.
Truly your friend,
Z. CHANDLER.
His Excellency, Austin Blair.
P. S.—Some of the manufacturing States 
think that a fight would be awful. Without a 
littleblood letting this Union ivill not, in my es­
timation, be worth a rush.
It is well, in the progress of events, that such 
documents as the foregoing should not be per­
mitted to sink into forgetfulness.—Milwaukie 
Press and Hews.
Where are the Wide Awakes ?
The Boston Advertiser is anxious to know 
what has become of the 50,000 torch-bearers of 
November. The Syracuse (N. Y.) Courier an­
swers the question:
We can tell the Advertiser where thq^j* fifty 
thousand” Wide Awakes of last fall may befound. 
They are filling Post Offices, Custom Houses and 
other “ peace” positions, or are begging appoint 
ments at the hands of the Administraiion, or are 
making themselves rich out of swindling contracts 
or are acting as legalized picupoekets under the 
name of “ sutler,” and some few of then probably 
are still wearing epaulettes they were so covet­
ous to secure, so prompt to disgrace, and so ready, 
on the first practical experience of danger, to re 
sign. Some of them may be found blustering 
about “ treason,” insulting peaceable Democrats 
‘when they can do so with impunity, and counsel 
ling mobs, in the rear of which they would be the 
first to conceal themselves, out of the reach of 
danger.
Who Fight Our Battles.
The Indianapolss Slate Sentinel is told by a 
gentleman, an officer in one of the Indiana regi­
ments, that an officer detailed by the War De­
partment, under the direction of the Commander 
in chief to muster into service volunteers in In' 
diana, gives it as his opinion, based upon the most 
favourable opportunities of ascertaining the ac 
tual facts, that three fourths of the men who have 
already volunteered for the war from that State 
are Democrats. This is the very highest author­
ity for making this statement. That proportion 
holds good in most of the States, and yet stay at 
home Republicans denounce Democrats a3 trai­
tors, and evince a despositionto make war upon 
them.
A Prediction.
“Occasional”, writes to the Philadelphia Press 
in a strain of exulting confidence. He says :
I am neither a prophet nor the son of a proph­
et, but I think we are on the road to an honora­
ble and lasting peace. It will be a conquered 
peace—a peace won at the cannon’s mouth, seal­
ed with the blood of traitors, and established up­
on the basis of the old Constitution, to last, let 
ms hope, though enduring generations. There 
is one subject upon which loyal men may freely 
write, and that is the approaching overthrow of 
the Southern despotism, and, by consequence, 
the proclamation of enduring peace. It is true 
we mast reach the end through war and carnage 
and death. But we will reach it. When Gen. 
McClellan encounters Beauregard he will compel 
a surrender that will be followed, I predict, by a 
perpetual peace. This is bold language, but I 
am willing to stake my reputation upon it, and 
and here are some of the reasons for the faith is 
in me.
HEAR STEPHEN A. DOUGLAS!
In tho speech that Senator’DouGLAS made on 
the 3d of January, 1861, in the United States’ 
Senate, he said, in speaking of his Compromise :
“ I believe this to be a fair basis of amicable 
adjustment. If you of the Republican side are 
not willing to accept this, nor the proposition of 
the Senator from Kentucky [Mr. Crittendenj, 
pray tell us what you are willing to do ? I ad­
dress the inquiry to the Republicans alone, for 
the reason,g@“that in the Committee of Thirteen, 
a few davs ago, every member from the South, 
INCLUDING THOSE FROM THE COTTON 
STATES [Messrs. Toombs and Davis,] express­
ed their READINESS TO ACCEPT the propo­
sition of my venerable friend from Kentucky [Mr. 
Crittenden] as a final settlement of the contro> 
versy, if tendered and sustained by the Republi­
can members. Hence the SOLE RES
PONSIBILITY of our disagreement, and the 
ONLY DIFFICULTY in the way of an arnica 
ble adjustment, is with the Republican party,”
General Grant, Commander at Cairo
The new commander of the Federal forces at 
Cario, who supersedes General Prentiss, is Brig 
adier General Ulysses S. Grant, an experienced 
soldier, who retired from the army a few years 
ago, but offered his services to the cauntry when 
the present troubles began. He is a native of 
Ohio, and about thirty-eight years of age. He 
entered the Military Academy at West Point, in 
1839, and graduated in 1843, as second Lieu 
tenant in the Fourth Infantry. He served in 
the Mexican war, and was brevetted first lieui 
tenant for the battle of Molino del Rey, and cap 
tain for the battle of Chapnltepec. In 1853 he 
was full captain. He resigned his commission 
July 31st, 1854, and has since then engaged 
in civil pursuits. He has acted with much ener­
gy since his arrival at Cairo, and bids fair to 
render most excellent service to his country.
The Louisville Democrat says: a Mr. Ed. 
mondson, of SpriDgfield, Mo,, had his horse ta- 
den from him by the Secessionists, and its value 
nominally handed to him in Confederate scrip. 
Upon his application to General Price, theberse 
was returned, and he handed back the scrip.— 
“Never mind,” said the officer, “it isn’t worth a 
d—n, anyhow.”
powerful position on top of a mountain at Car 
rick’s I?erry, on the west side of Gauley River.— 
The rear and extreme of both flanks were inac­
cessible, and ihe front was masked by heavy for- j 
ests and close jungles.
Col. Lytie’s 10th Gbio Regiment,of Benham’s 
brigade, was in advance, aud drove a strong de­
tachment of the enemy of tha camp this side of 
the position, the site of which was unknown.— 
Shortly afterwards his scouts, consisting of four 
companies, suddenly discovered themselves in the 
face of a parapet battery, and a long line ofpali 
sades for riflemen when the battle opened fierce­
ly-
The remainder of the 10th and 13th Ohio were 
brought into action successively by Gen. Benham 
and the 12th afterwards by Capt. Hartsuff, whose 
abject was an armed reconoisance.
The enemy played upon our force terrifically 
with musketry, rifles, cannister and shell, caus­
ing some casualties. Col. Lytle led several com­
panies of his Irish to charge the battery when he 
was brought down by a shot in the leg.
Smith's 13th Ohio engaged the enemy on the 
left, and Col. Lowe's 12th Ohio directly in front. 
Lowe fell dead at the head of his regiment early 
in the hottest fire by a ball in the forehead.
McMullen’s howitzer battery and Snyder’s two 
field pieces, in the meantime, were got into the 
best position under the circumstances and soon 
silenced two of the rebel guns. The fire slack­
ened at intervals, but grew more ferocious as 
night approached, when the German Brigade was 
led gallantly into action cy Col. McCook under 
direction of Adjt. Gen. Hartsuff. But after a 
furious fight for three hours night compelled the 
recall of the troops, and the men laid on their 
arras within a short distance of the enemy, each 
ready to commence the contest the next morning.
Floyd fled during the night. He sunk the 
boats in the river, and destroyed the temporary 
bridges which he bad made when he first accept 
ed the position. The turbulence and depth <f 
the river, and the exhaustion of the troops, made 
it impossible to follow him. He left his “camp 
equipage, wagons, horses, large quantities ofarn- 
munition, and fifty head of cattle.
Our loss is fifteen killed, and about seventy 
wounded, generally flesh wouuds. The rebel loss 
is not ascertained, as they carried their dead and 
wounded with them, but it was certainly serious. 
Capt. McGoorty, of Cincinnati, Capt. McMullen 
and Lieut. Snyder, of Ohio, are among the wound 
ed, but not dangerously
Twenty-five men of Col. Tyler’s ; who were ta­
ken by Floyd at Cross Lanes, were re-captured 
and Floyd’s personal baggage, with that of his 
officers, was taken
Gen. Benham's Brigade, which suffered most, 
was commnded by him in person, and McCook 
led his Brigade. Gens. Rosecrans, and Benham 
Cols. McCook, Little, and Lowe, Capts Hartsuff, 
Snyder, and McMullen. Mejor Burke, of the 
Tenth Ohio, and other officers displayed conspic­
uous personal gallantry. The troops were ex­
clusively from Ohio, and showed great bravery.
SHERIFF’S 1’ROCEAMATION.
State of Ohio, Knox County, es :
THE qualified electors of the said county of Knox are hereby notified that a General Election will be held at the proper places, in tho several town­
ships, as required by law, on
TUESDAY, THE Sth OF OCTOBER, 18C1, at which 
time will be chosen by ballot,
1 per.ion for Governor,
1 person for Lieutenant Governor,
1 person for Supreme Judge.
1 person for Comptroller of tho Treasury,
1 person for Secretary of State.
1 person for Member of tho Board of Public
Works,
1 person for Judge for 1st sub-division of the 6
Judicial District,
1 person for State Senator,
1 person for Representative,
1 person for Treasurer,
1 peaeon for Commissionoi’,
1 person for Surveyor,
1 person for Infirmary Director.
And the trusteos of the several townships of said 
county will furnish to tho Clerk of the Court of 
Common Pleas, the following number of Jurors for 
their respective townships, to wit : Jackson, 4: But­
ler, 3 ; Union, 4; Jefferson. 6 ; Brown, 4j Howard, 
S ; Harrison, 4 ; Clay, 5 Morgan, 3 ; Pleasant, 4 ; 
College, 4 ; Monroe, 4 ; Pike, 7 ; Berlin, 4 ; Morris, 
4 ; Clinton, 17 ; Miller, 4 ; Milford, 4 ; Liberty, 5 ; 
Wayne, 6 ; Middlebury, 4; Hilliar, 5.
Township trustees will please be partichlar to re­
turn their full number of Jurors.
JAMES SIIAW, 
Sheriff of Knox County, 
September 17, 1561. prf$5.
SETTL.E YOUR ACCOEI
PERSONS indebted to the lamfi
STS.
rra of Dun­
bar & Banning, aro hereby not’fied that they 
must settle their accounts, by note or otherwise, 
without delay, or they will bo left for collection, as 
said partnership has been dissolved. All accounts 
and notes due the firm belong to the undersigned, 
and must bo closod up immediately, to save costs, 
sept 17-w4 W. DUNBAR.
BOOTH AND SHOES. 
Home Made Work. 
CHARLES WEBER,
3Tain Street, East aide, nearly opposite Lybrand 
House.
E keep on hand and for sale, an assortment 
of ready made custom work of all kinds, of 
good stock and workmanship. Particular attention 
paid to moasure Work. Gents fine and course sewed 
and pegged Boots and Shoes, Ladies’ Kid, Morocco, 
Calf and Kip Shoos, sowed and pegged, made to or­
der on short notice.
Repairing Promptly und Neatly Done.
Persons wanting work of first quality, both stock 
and workmanship, will do well to call. The best of 
French and Spanish upper Leathers used.
Remember the place. sept 10.
Administrator’s Notice.
NOTICE is heroby given that the undersigned has been duly appointed and qualified by the l’robnte Court, within and for Knox county, Ohio, as Admin­
istratrix, on the estate of John Allen deceased. 
All persons indebted to said estate are notified to 
make immediate payment to the undersigned,and all 
porsons holding claims against said estate, are noti­
fied topresent them legally proven for settlement 
within one year from this date.
MARTHA A‘LLEN Administratrix. 
Sept9th-3w
A’i
W]
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FROM WASHINGTON!
Sharp Skirmish near the Cliain Bridge 
—The Rebels pat to Flight—The Kill­
ed and Wounded.
Washington, Sept. 12.
A large party started out at seven o’clock this 
morning from the vicinity of Chain Bridge, un­
der corn-ra id of Cilmol Stevens, of the New 
York Highlanders. It consisted of several de. 
tached companies of infantry, a company of cav­
alry aud Capt. Griffin's artillery. Ap our skir­
mishers advanced, the enemy’s pickets retired 
beyond Lewinsville, about seven miles beyond 
the Chain Bridge. Our troops having accom­
plished tho object of their errand, connected with 
the reconnoisance of the country, began to re­
trace their steps, when a large force of Confed­
erates, consisting of two or three regiments of in­
fantry and Col. Stewart’s regiment of Virginia 
cavalry, with a battery of four pieces were seen 
approaching from the direction of Fall’s Chnrch, 
evidently with a view of cutting them off and pre­
venting their return to their camp. The line of 
battle was formed by the enemy’s forces, and the 
□ ©nfederate battery opened with shell, which was 
replied to by Griffin’s battery.
Several rounds were fired on each side, when 
our tioops ceased firing for about twenty minutes, 
in order to give the enemy an opportunity, which 
they did not embrace, of meeting them on the 
open field, the Confederates being for the greater 
part concealed in the woods.
Out forces, on resuming operations, broughtjin- 
to action a thirty-two-pounder, the shell from 
which soon silenced the Confederate battery.— 
The gun was then directed towards the cavalry, 
which appeared on the road leading to Fall’s 
Church, and soon sent them flying, a number 
reeling from their saddles and falling to the 
ground as the shell exploded in their midst.— 
The command w&J then given to withdraw, and 
our column fell back in good order to Chain 
Bridge, reaching there late in the afternoon.
Gen. Smith, commanding the division to which 
these troops are attached ; arrived on the ground 
shortly after the engagement commenced, and at 
once assumed command.
The names of the killed of the Federal troops 
are as follows : Sergeant Samuel Goodwin, Co. 
I; privates Oliver Hubbell and Wm. H. H. 
Wood, Co. D. Lieut. Hancock, of Co. I, is sup­
posed to be killed, as he was seen to fall. Three 
privates in Co. D were wounded, and- three are 
supposed to be taken prisoners. These were all 
attached to the 19th indiana regiment. Amos 
Mazerole and Wra. Colburn, of Co. C, 3d Ver­
mont regiment, were killed, and four of the same 
company slightly wounded. These casualties 
were in part owing to the fearless daring of the 
men, who violated the positive orders which were 
given to secure their safety.
Hard Times in Eastern Virginia—The F
F. V.’s have “ Nothing to Wear”—
Gseat Scarcity of Clothing and Shoes.
From letters sent by three different parties* 
young men in the Confederate ranks at Richmond 
to persons in widely different localities, we learn 
that at Richmond and vicinity the Confederate 
forces were in a sad destitution ; especially was 
the want of shoes badly felt; the writers agree- 
shop of R. C. Tift. It came out of the water yes- ing in their statements that he soldiers were 
terday afternoon about five o’clock, and with a I barefooted, and in want of suitable clothing.—
Gen- Butler Changed the Plan.
It seems to have been the intention of the 
Government, in fitting out the expedition to Hat­
teras, to take and destroy the forts at the inlet, 
and then go about two and a half miles up the 
channel to the westward, to a spot known as the 
Bulkhead, and sink a stone-boat across the chan­
nel, which is here not more than seventy-five to 
one hundred yards wide, thus effectually sealing 
up the port of Newbern. But General Butler, 
on reaching the ground, thought the best inter­
ests of the country would be served by adopting 
a diametrically different course; so the forts 
were garrisoned instead of destroyed, and the 
stone-boats were anchored under the guns of the 
forts instead of being sunk at the Bulkhead. If 
the way up to Newbern had been blocked, not 
not only would the privateers have been exclu­
ded, but our own light draft vessels could not 
have got up to the place to make an attack and 
recapture the fifty-three prizes whioh lie anchor­
ed in that port. By retaining the two forts at 
Hatteras, we shall command the whole coast ot 
North Carolina and the direct route to Norfolk, 
and establish a coaling station one hundred and 
fifty miles nearer our blockading squadron than 
at Hampton Roads.
The Rhinoceros Capiured.
Dan Rice’s Rhinoceros, which got overboard 
while being brought to this city two weeks ago, 
was captured last night after a fearful struggle, 
and is now securely chained in this city, waiting 
the making of the new cage and wagon at the 
cheerful step walked into Munger’s cornfield, fill­
ed his capacious belly with corn, and on the way 
back, got into the chain trap which had been set 
by Messrs. Potter, Wright,son, Munger, and Col. 
Preston, the agent of Mr. Rice, catching both 
fore feet securely fast. A rope was thrown 
around his neck, and by severe choking the mon. 
ster was subdued and blindfolded, when it at once 
gave up, and was led like a calf to this city and 
caged for the time in Davis’s stone stable. Col. 
Preston compensated each of the men who helped 
in his successful capture with two hundred dol­
lars, and gave young Eggleston, who was hurt 
on Sunday last, a thousand dollars in full for all 
damages, besides paying the bill ot Dr. Cameron. 
The monster will be taken to Milwaukee as soon 
as the cage can be finished which will be Tues­
day next.—La, Crosse ( Wisi) Democrat, Aug.31.
Why Don’t They Enlist!
The Governor has called for 29,000 additional 
troops. Why do not some of these Republi­
cans, who talk war, and go in for wiping the 
South out, enlist? There is a good chance for 
them to show their honesty by their acts,
Is a Frst Class Road in all respects,
With 285 Miles Double Track
— Three Daily Tiains,—
( RYt/i Connections from all Points West,)
From PITTSBURG TO PHILADELPH A
All Connecting Direct To Eeie York,
morning Mall, Afternoon Fast 
Elne, Algh! Express.
One train Daily from 
Pittsburg To New York,
430 Miles,
Withoui Change of Cars.
Via Allen8town and Easton,
With Direct Connections from Western Cities, 
Arriving Hours
In Advance Of Other Routes,
IN TIME FOR BOSTON 
By Rail or Boat Lines. 
Express Train Runs Dally-—Ot tiers 
Sundays Excepted.
NINE Daily Trains from Philadelphia to New York 
Tickets good on any lino or Train. New York
or Boston Tickets via Pittsburg good 
VIA PHILADELPHIA OR ALLENTOWN.
Boat Tickets to Boston Good via any of 
the Boat Lines.
Two Daily Connections from Harrisburg to Balti­
more and Washington.
Baggage Checked Through--All Trans­
fers Free,
Fare Always As Low As Any Other Route.
Buy Tickets Via Pittsburg.
Tickets for sale at all Main Offices.
FREIGHTS.
By this Route Freights of all descriptions can he 
forwarded to and from Philadelphia, New York, 
Boston, or Baltimore, to and from any point on tho 
Rail Roads of Ohio, Kentucky, Indiana, Illinois, 
Wisconsin, Iowa, or Missouri, by Rail Road direct.
Tho Pennsylvania Rail Road also connects at Pitts­
burgh with Steamers, by which Goods can he forwar­
ded to any port on the Ohio, Muskingum, Kentucky 
Tennessee, Cumberland, Illinois, Mississippi, Wis- 
oansin, Missouri, Kansas, Arkansas, and Red Rivers; 
and at Cleveland, Sandusky and Chicago with Steam­
ers to all Ports on the North-Western Lakes.
Merchants and Shippers entrusting the transpor­
tation of their Freight to this Company, can rely 
with confidence on its speedy transit-.
The Rates of Freight to any point in the West by 
the Pennsylvania Rail Road are at all times as fa­
vorable as are charged by other R. R. Companies.
Be particular to mark packages“viaPenna. R. R.”
E. J. SNEEDER, Philadelphia.
MAGRAW A KOONS,80 North Street. Baltimore.
LEECH & CO., No.2 Astor Hoase,or No. IS. Wm. 
St.N. Y.
LEECH <t CO., No. 54 Kilby Street, Boston.
H. H. HOUSTON, Gen’l Freight Ag’t Phi!.
L. L. HOUPT, Gen’l Ticket Ag’t Philadelphia.
Enoch Lewis, Gen’l Supt., Altoona, Pa. aug. 27.
Master’s Sale.
Y virtue of a 4th order of sale, issued out of the 
court of Common Pleas of Knox County, Ohio, 
a nd to me directed, I wlil offer for sale, at the South 
door of the Court house, in the city of Meunt Ver­
non, Ohio, on Saturday theZtat day of September, 
1861<Jietwcen the hours of IO O’clock A. M., and 4 
O’clock p. m., of said day, the following described 
real estate to wit: Lot number Four hundred and 
seventy two (472) and the housi^there on. in Thomas’ 
Addition to Mount Vernon. Knox County, Ohio, to 
satisfy a Judgement and order of sale, in the Case 
of George Hadley vs. Edward Tavlor & others.
D. C. MONTGOMERY,
Aug 20-5:w. $3 Master Com. K. C. P.
Marble Hall Meat Sltop,
B
They warned other young men, their associates 
to keep away from Richmond.
In confirmation further of the fact relative to 
the scarcity of shoes, it was stated that the Con­
federates seized the skins in the vats of the tan­
nery at Hillsboro’, with the hair scarcely removed 
from them, and carried them off “ dripping,” to 
convert them into shoes for the troops. The 
most strenuous efforts were making on all sides to 
furnish needed articles of woolens. In the out­
set of the campaign they seized only the horses of 
the Union men to mount their cavalry, but their 
needs were so pressing that they soon resorted to 
the farms of the Secessionists also, and impressed 
all alike, creating intense dissatisfaction and dis­
gust thereby. Want of confidence in the Con­
federate leaders was largely and was increasing 
day by day, under such a condition of things.— 
With the troops they had generally succeeded in 
impressing the belief'indeed the belief was gen­
eral—that the Government had not more than 
thirty thousand men around Washington, and 
that it was impossible for it to recruit any more. 
It was by such reports that they managed to keep 
alive hopes of their followers.—Baltimore Amer­
ican.
The Union and the Constitution Forever.
AL. BEACH
KESPECTFULLY announces to the citizens of Mt. Vernon that he is prepared to serve them with fresh meats, every Tuesday, Thursday and Sat­
urday , at his Marble Hall MeatShop, on Main street, 
three doors below Gambier. He will keep oi\hand 
the be st kind of Beef, Veal, Mutton, Pork, Sausage, 
all in theirj season. Be sure and give me a call, at 
Marblo Hall, where I shall treat you all, both great 
and small, to the nicest meat in Mt. Vernon. That’s 
so, captain. auS 6-tf
Young Man, Read Tills!
WISE Councils for the Young can be had in the “Invalid’s Medical Confidant,” published by the undersigned for the benefit of porsons who suffer 
from Nervous Debility, Premature Decay, etc., sup­
plying the means of cure. Imprudent Maturity and
Youthful Indiscretions are summarily dispelled.__
Thousands have hailed this little work with delight 
and date their restoration to usefulness in society 
from the first perusal of its interesting pages. Send 
your address for one copy, with a three cent stamp 
for return postage to Dr. John R. Ogden A Co. H 
may 21-3m Nos. 64 and 66 John st. New Y’ork
JOB PRINTING of all kinds neatly and ehearlv executed at this office, 1
turn and
JKT VERNON...
J. & Newark K. R- Time Table,
trains LEAVE MT.VERNON AS FOLLOWS:
OOINO SOUTH*. . - .............10..>7 A. MTratnleaves....................... ....11.15 P.M.
re«s leaves....................................
going north. 112RAM
ress Train loaves................................... 4 13 P M.
lloaves,................................. ........... ...........
Fcntral Oliio Railroad*
NEWARK TIME TABLE.
From St Louis.
St. Louis, Sept. 13.
Capt. Foster, of Col. Man,pans Regiment of 
SEPTEMBER 17, 1861 , fc ]d Eag, c^ffie tQ hig last &fter & 8e Franklin county Home Guards, brought in seven
. rn, . prisoners last night, who were direct from tiarconflict of some twenty minutes, lhe particu- - - n . . , u- --
Young America Forever!
On Monday last, on the premises of our friend 
Robert Miller, Esq., in Pleasant township, a
Fight in Missouri.
Jeeferson City, Sept' 13.
evcland and Toledo Railroad.
MONROEVILLE TIMS TABLE.
,K West.' «-oin« East.
.28 A. ......................................
,35 P. .. ..................................
' Passengers going north on the S., M. & N. R. J take tho cars of the C. T. R. R. for any 
it they desire to reach, either east or west of 
jroovillo
C.& C. B- R—Slielby Time Table
going south.
° GOING NORTH.
;ght Express,................................ 7.20 A. M.
iocinnati Express,............ ................ 6.06 P.M.
. 7.31 A. M. 
.12.34 P. M. 
. 6.43 P M.
A New Military Company.
’apt. N. L. Williams of the Mount Vernon 
laves, has received from Adjutant General 
ckingham special authority to raise a new 
ipany of Volunteers in Knox County, and he 
iow actively at work. Capt. Williams is thor- 
jbly posted in military matters, having served 
h honor throughout the entire Mexican War. 
have no doubt of his success in raising a 
ipany, notwithstanding old Knox has already 
it forth a large body of brave spirits to the 
ssent war. Capt. W. is desirous of having his 
nks full by the 24th of September, in order 
it his company may go immediately into ac­
re service. He has opened a Recruiting Of- 
:e in the Lybrand House.
Methodist Church Appointments.
The following are the appointments of Preach- 
i for the Mt. Vernon District of the Methodist 
lurch for 1861 and 62. Brother Hildreth has 
en located at Sandusky :
[iVZ. Vernon District—G. W. Breckinridge, P
Mt. Vernon—Uri Richards.
Utica, and Banning Chapel—Allen S. Moffitt 
id John Mitchel.
Martinsburg—Aaron J. Lyon.
East Union—Wm. Hudson and James W. Bus 
mg.
jRoscoe—James Evans and Oliver Webster, 
i Keene—Geo. YV. Pepper.
[Gambier—C, Craven.
Amity—To be supplied.
Frederick —Daniel Lambert and John Whit- 
brth.
| Chesterville—John T. Kellara and Daniel W. 
inant.
Eist Delaware and Eden—Phillip Plummer 
id John Blanpied.
Galena—Jas Wheeler and Chas B. Brandebu-
lars are as follows: This large bird bad been 
seen prowling about and destroying chickens, 
turkeys, &e., for some time, on said premises, on 
the day mentioned he perched on a large tree on 
the brink of Owl Creek, wheu Master Joseph 
Miller, son of our friend aforesaid, a lad of some 
12 or 13 years of age, seeing his lordship in al' 
his purple robes, procured his father’s favorite 
gun, which had been put away since the shoot­
ing season expired. On loading the gun he did 
not perceive there was oil in the barrels, but took 
the precaution to arm himself with one of Sharp's 
revolvers, some 2} inches in the barrel. After 
getting within shooting distance, in consequence 
of the lubes of the gun being filled with oil, it 
would not go off. Young America, however, was 
not to be "foiled, and he immediately pulled out 
his four-shooter, and takiug good aim at Mr. 
Eagle, brought him down by winging him the 
first shot. The eagle dropped into the creek, 
and the boy went to pick him up, but the “proud 
bird of the sky’’ was ready to give battle ; where­
upon Master Miller fired again and shot him in 
the head ! The Eagle measured 6 feet from tip 
to tip of the wings. If any of our town or coun­
try boys ban ^beat this, the “ Old Banner” is
ready to chronicle the fact.
. --- ---------- -------------------- -  - ■
What We Want.
We will take 20 bushels of good potatoes, a 
lot of good apples, tomatoes, cabbage, corn, poul­
try, $3,000 in Bank notes and the balance in spe, 
cie, on Account of debts due this office, if brought 
in immediately.
Sheriff’s Proclamation.
The proclamation of Sheriff Shaw, in regard 
to the offices to be filled at the coming 8th of 
October election, and the number of Jurors to 
he returned.by the Township Trustees, will be 
found in this issue of the Banner, to which we 
invite the attention of our readers.
dee's army. They report that a fight hadd. oc­
curred iu Hardee’s camp between Missourians 
and Louisianians in reference to the conduct of 
the Missourians in the battle of Springfield, the 
Louisianians charging the Missourians with cow­
ardice. They say the Louisianians treat them as 
cowards in camp. The Louisianians charge that 
while they were fighting, the Missourians actu­
ally stole their horses and tied.
Hardee was falling back on Pocahontas, and 
the Missourians dispersing.
These men left Hardee’s camp with the inten­
tion of returning home under Gov. Gamble’s 
proclamation, and becoming good citizens, but 
were informed here that the Governors, procla­
mation was abrogated by deciasing martial law.
A cit zen of Jackson county roports that Price 
and Raius were within forty miles of Lexington 
on Tuesday with fifteen thousand men ane eigh­
teen pieces of artillery. This needs confirma­
tion.
Special .to St. Louis Democrat:
A raeasQuger Las just airived lrona > -
with dispatches. Eight |u’jdre5.0^iStKS'it 
had attacked the Federal forces at that .pffict, 
and the fighting continued when the messenger 
left. ________
“t®- CamPEcn seems to have been hunting 
the remains of his brother until be has forgotton 
the remains of the Army.”— Gtnmnnait Com­
mercial.
This expression is a brutal one,
from a Republican source, to which class every 
license of indecency seems to be permitted, while 
Democrats are assailed for merely imagined cpin-
and comes
fi@“Gen. Butler’s fleet had in tow twenty ves. 
sela loaded with stone. The intention was to 
scuttle them and sink them in vaiious imets 
along the Southern coast—thus stopping some 
of the holes of the smugglers and pirates.
‘•They go right to the Spot.”
INSTANT RELIEF! STOP YOUR COUGH! 
PURIFY YOUR BREATH! 
STRENGTHEN YOUR VOICE 1
Court.
The court of Common Pleas for Knox County, 
commences its Fall Term on this Monday morn­
ing, Sept. 16th. This is Judge Finch’slast Court 
and we understand that after it is over, he in­
tends removing to St. Paul, Min.
Mr. Hendrick’s Speech.
A very sensible speech of Hon. T. A. Hen­
dricks, formerly M. C., from Illinois, recently 
delivered at Springfield, in that State, will be 
found on the first page of this week’s Banner, to 
which we invite a careful perusal.
From Western Virginia.
Clarksburg, Va,, Sept. 12.
The rebels commenced to advance yesterday 
morning on both pikes towards E'kwafer and 
Cheat Mountain summit. They succeeded in 
surrounding the fort on the summit and cut the 
telegraph wire. They continued to two mile3 of 
our troops, when a few shells from Loomis' bat­
tery dispersed them.
Skirmishing was kept up ail night. This mor­
ning two regiments were sent to cut their way 
through to the Summit and succeeded. The reb­
els retreated in confusion.
Two rebel officers spying around the camp at 
Elk Water this evening, were surprised by our 
pickets and shot. The body of one man was 
brought into camp and proved to be that of Col. 
John A. Washington, of Mount Vernon.
Wants Them Hung.
The Cincinnati Com merical is very severe on 
the administration, and wants some of the Gov­
ernment employees either hung or shot. The 
complaints of its army correspondents relative to 
the rascality of the commissaries and sutlers 
have cansed it to get clean out of patience, and it 
begs them not to send it any more “ old stories" 
about the mismanagement in that department, 
and wants to know whether there are not “ stout 
limbs that stand out at right angles to the trees 
in Western Virginia, and if the boys havn’t a 
few ball cartridges left ?
The Commercial had better he' careful ; such 
talk as that will “ weaken the Government” and 
will tend to “ strengthen” the cause of the rebels. 
Hadn’t the Commercial better be ‘squelched,’ at 
once?—llardin County Democrat.
Read Prof. Woods advertisement in an­
other column. *
The Cincinnati Telegraph stales that 
Archbishop Purcell arrived at Rome within 
twenty days after sailing from New Yonr. He 
found the Pope in excellent health notwithstan­
ding the newspaper reports of I113 imminent 
death. '______ _
BO" A New Orleans paper publishes a state­
ment that Ben. McCulloch,disguised ,so.d chick 
ens in our camps in Missouri just before the 
battle there. There is no doubt but what he is a 
famous spy.
©biharn.
_ On the 22d of August, William Daymude
Ron of Abraham Dayinude, of Monroe township, aod 
30 years,
MARRIED—On tho 10th inst., by Rex. George 
Graham, Mr. Miles E. Marquis and Miss Laura Mar­
quand, all of Knox county, O.
— On the 5th inst., at tho residence of the bride’s 
father, by Simon Shafer, J P., Mr. YY illiam Black- 
lege. of Delaware county, to Miss Jano M. Robinson 
ofHilliar township, Knox county, 0.NEW
MOUNT
STORE!
VERNON !’
Special ftotius.
Note from John Sellers, Esq.
The Republican paper at Newark having giv- 
an unfair statement of a recent difficulty be- 
veen our old Democratic friend John Sellers 
id a Mr. West, which occurred at Utica, Mr. 
has left, with us the following correct version 
the affair:
Morgan Tp., Knox County, ) 
September 3d, 1861. J 
Mr. Harper—DearSir: In regard to the 
atement published in the Newark paper con' 
iming a convention between Mr. West and my- 
df, in Utica, I have to say that it is in part if 
ot all erroneous. I said to him that I thought 
ley could never settle the present difficulty by 
le sword ; when Mr. West lemarked that any 
who was not in favor of war was not a 
iend to his country. Then I told him that he 
ras a liar, and took hold and shook him a little, 
'hen Mr. John Moore interfered and separated 
Yours Respectful,v, 
JOHN SELLERS.
Fine Stock of Clothing.
Buschman & Cq., Kenyon House, have just re­
ceived their Fall Stock of Ready-made Clothing, 
consisting of every article in their line of busi­
ness, which they are prepared to sell as extraor­
dinary low prices. Those who wish to precure 
cheap and elegant Clothing should call at the 
Kenyon House corner.
Read the advertisement respecting •' Dr. Lel­
and’s Anti Rheumatic Band,” in another column.— 
According to the report of thoso who have tried it— 
and who have been cured of the most violent attacks 
of Rlioumatism by it—there is no remedy extant 
equal to this in cases of Rheumatism—and having no 
eason to doubt tho statements we have heard in fa­
vor of the “ Band,” we cordially recommend its use 
to those who affliited with this disease. Be sure 
and read the advertisement most carefully. sep3
WIIsLIAiYI S5EANI,
Lato of the firm of BEAM & MEAD, having located 
himself on the
EAST SIDE OF MAIN STREET. ONE DOOR 
SOUTH OF LIPPITT’S DRUG STORE, 
and nearly opposito the KENYON HOUSE, trusts 
his friends and the public generally, will not fail to 
find him and his now location, with a good stock of
NEW GOODS
AT CASH PRICES.
In Goods, Prices and Attention, he shall aim to please 
and merit a share of the public patronagj.
April 23, 1861.  
Lady’s Book.
Godey's Lady's Book for October is a splendid 
number, and cannot fail to please its array of 
patrons. The leading engraving, “ Go it Rolla,” 
cipital thing, well worth the price of a copy Of 
the matrazine. The otherembellisliments are ex­
cellent. Address L. A. Gody, Philadelphia.
BSgf* Horace M. Siokes, Grand Master of the 
Free and Accepted Masons of Ohio, died at his 
residence in Lebannon on the 12lh. The funer 
a! will take place on Saturday morning.
Cure your own'horses, and savo the Furrier’s 
fee! The following letter received from Dr. Deal, 
who is a Veterinary Surgeon of great skill :
Bowersville, Harrison co., O., May, 1S50. 
Messrs. J. N. Harris A Co., Cincinnati:
I have given Perry Davis’ Pain Killer in many 
cases of colic, cramp and dysentery in horses, and 
never knew it to fail to cure in a singlo instance. I 
look upon it as a certain remedy.
JOHN R. DEAL.
For Calds, Sprains, Scratches, <£c., there is.no 
better Linimont.—Try it.
Sold by all medicine dealers. scpS
SPALDING’S
THROAT CONFECTIONS
GOOD FOR CLERGYMEN,
GOOD FOR LECTURERS,
GOOD FOR PUBLBC SPEAKERS,
GOOD FOR SINGERS,
GNOD Fon CONSUMPTIVE^
OKNTLEMEN CARRY
SPALDING’S THROAT CONFECTIONS. 
LADIET ARE DELIGnfFD WITH 
SPALDING’S THROAT CONFECTIONS 
They relievo a Cough Instantly.
They clear the Throat.
They give strength and volume to the voioe.
Don’t Delay to Purify the Bo(o<l.
PURIFY THE BLOOD.
Dll. WEAVER'S
CANKER & SALT RHEUM
SYRUP.
For the cure cf Canker, Salt Rheum, Erysipeias 
Scrofulous Disease, Cutaneous Eruptions.^ Sore 
Eyes, and -every kind of Disease arising 
from an impure state of the Bjood.
The most e ffective Blood Purifier of the Century
IT is the Prescription of an Educated Physician, and all who are afflicted with any of tho above named ditoases, should use it without.delay. It will 
drive the disoas'e frem the system# and when oneo 
out on the Skin,a few applications of Dr. Weavsh’s 
CERATE, Off OiXrilE.M', 
and you have a permanent cure.
THE CERATE has proved itself to bo the best
Ointment ever invented, and where once used, it has 
never been known to fail of effecting a permanent 
cure of Old Sores, Tetter aud Ringworm, Ncald 
Head, Chilblains and Frost Bites, Barber’s Itch,
Chapped or Cracked hands or Lips, Blotches or Pim­
ples on the face. And for Sore Niples and. Sore Eyes. 
the Cerate is the only thing required to cure. It 
should be kept in the house of every family.
Read the foilowiug letter from the most reliable 
authority, and any person desiring further evidonce 
of the cure will get by addressing a few lines to Mr.
Parker:—
Eau Claire, Eau Claire Co., Vis., Oct. 1, 186’.
Messers. J. N. Harris & Co.—Gentlemen: Your 
agent Mr. A. F. Barnes, whilst passing through our ; 
place, casually heard of a most offectual cure of an I 
obstinate case of salt rheum in a member of my fam- j
ily, having politely roquested the facts of the oase, I i , , ,
most cheerfully comply with his request. i They impart a deltolous arorna to the breath-
The subject of this remarkable cure is my son, and I
was attacked with salt Thoum when about a year and i They are delightful to the taate. 
a half old. I applied from time to time for aid to the j
most efficient physicians in tho easttern states, one j They are made of simple herbs and cannot harm 
of whom had traveled Europe ; but whilst he would 
at times receive some temporary relief, still the dis­
ease remained, and would break out occasionally, 
with the most virulent type, until he arrived at the 
at the age of fourteen years, when my eye providen­
tially rested upon the advertisement of Dr. Weaver’s 
Canker and Salt Rheum Syrup and Cerate. I at 
once procured one bottle, which on trial so encour­
aged me that I procured two more, with the Cerate, 
and the result is that my son now is and has been ef­
fectually cured of that wretched disease for tho last 
three and a half years. Respectfully yours,
ALFRED PARKER
Price of Syrup $1, Cerate 25 cent* per bottle.
Directions accompany each Bottle. Sold by most 
Medicine Dealers.
J. N. HARRIS A Co., Proprietors,
For the Western and Soutern States, Cincinnati, 0.
To whom orders for the abovo Medines may he 
addressed.
Sold Wholesale and Retail by S. W. Lippitt, Mt.
Vernon; James Blanchard, Mt. Vernon; R. S. French,
Gambier; N. Dayton. Martinsburg; Montague A 
Hoscc, Fredericktown; W. T. Mahon, Millwood; S.
W. Sapp, Danville; Roberts & Samuel, Columbus.
Mayll-m6 •
Household Remedy—Everybody keeps if.
HOLIDAY PRESENTS !
JUVENILE BOOKS,
A Eargc and Pretty Assorlmr-wt
HUMOROUS PICTURE BOOKS,
UNTEARABLE PICTURE BOOKS 
OIL COLORED VIEWS* 
ALPHABET BLOCKS,
TRANSPARENT SLATS3, 
BOXES OF PAINTS,
CHESSMEN, DOMINOS,
BACKGAMMON BOARDS, See ,As 
PORTFOLIOS,
PORTEMONAIS,
PURSES,
SCAP BOOKS,
ALBUMS,
ENGLISH POETS,
In Antique-inor-and Blue and Gela Bind,**,,
POCKET BIBLES AND TESTAMENTS,
in Fine Binding*
MISCELLANEOUS BOOKS,
A Good AMortuiacd
any one.
I advise every ono who has a Cough or a Husky 
Voice ora Bad Breath, or any difficulty of the Throat, 
to get a packago of my Throat. Confections. They I 
will relieve you instantly, aud you will sgreo with ] 
me that “they go right to the spot” You will find j 
them very useful and pleasant while travelling or at- : 
tending public meetings, for stilling your cough or ’ 
allaying your thirst. If you try one package, I am , 
safe iUjgaving that you will over afterwards consid- 
er them indispensable. You will find them at the 
Druggists and dealers in medicines.
FRICE TWENTY-CBNT8,
j
My signature is on oach packago. All others are 
counterfeit.
A Package will be sent by mail, prepaid, on re­
ceipt of Thirty Gents.
Address '
HENRY C. SPALDING, !
No. 43 Cedar St. New York. I
At
WHITE’S
Doc. 11,1860.
PERRY DAVIS’
VEGETABLEPAIN KILLER,
TIIE GREATFAMILY MEDICINE OF THE AGE
TAKEN iuternally, it cures sudden Colds, Coughs, Ac., Weak Stomach General Debility,- Nursing Sore Mouth, Canker. Liver Complaint, Dispepsia or 
Indigestion, Cramp and Pain in the Stomaoh, Bowel 
Complaint, Painter’s Cholic,Cholera, Diarrhoea and 
Dysentery.
Applied externally, euros Felons, Boils and Old
Sores, severe Burns and Scalds, Cuts, Bruises and 
Sprains, Swelling of tho Joints, Ringworm and Tet­
ter, Broken Breasts, Frosted Feet and Chilblains, 
— ‘a and Rheu-
fevousH@ada.che
GOOD NEWSFO1 THE PEOPLE!FORT SUITER
Has Positively Deesi lleisifoscctl!
NOTWITHSTANDING the united opposition of "r’t"ra°c^“ rAYn'in the’Face, Ncunff^ 
I Njj Fort Moultrie. We run them in not in the . 3'T ! , ....... , ,____ , . matism.
GREAT CURE!
DR. LELAND’S
Anti Rheumatic Band.
IS THE ONLY REMEDY KNOWN YOB 
RHEUMATISM, GOUT AND NEURALGIA. 
AND A SURE CL HE FOR
All Mercurial Oiseawes*
------- —
IT is a conveniently arranged Band, containing » medicated compound, to bo worn around tha Waist, without injury to the most dclieate person 
no change in habits of living is required, and jt en­
tirely removes the disease from the system, without 
produoitg the injurious effects arising from the use 
of powerful internal medicines which weaken 
destrov the constitution, and give temporary rehef 
only. * By this treatment, the medicinal properties 
contained in tho Band, come in contact with blood 
and reaches the diseaeo through the pores of the skin, 
effecting iu every instance a perfect euro, ro 
stores the parts afflicted to a healthy condition. ■ 
This band is also a most powerful Anti-Mehccriat. 
agent, and will entirely relieve the system horn th» 
pernicious, effect of Mercury. Modorate casos are 
cured in a few days, and we are constanly receiving 
testimonials of its effioacy in aggravated casos of 
long standing.
Price $2,00, to be had of Druggists generally, or eau 
be sent by mail or express, with lull directions tor 
use to an •' part of tlio country, direct from the Prin­
cipal offico. _
No. 409 BROADWAY, New York.
G. bMIl'H <fc CO. Sole Proprietors, 
N. B._Descriptive Circulars Sent Free, 
vgonts Wanted Everywhere "35^.
For sale h^ Jarnos Blanchard, Mt. I ernon, Ohio.
Mav 14, LSH. _______________________
GROVER A BAKER, STILL AHEAD!
night, nor with mufflod oars, but in broad day light, 
by tho car load.
We are not only selling Sugars extremely low, but 
all ether goods as coinparitively cheap. Thankful 
to the Public for their liberal patronage, we solicit a 
continuance of tho same and hope to merit it in fu­
ture by selling goods cheap and fair dealing at the 
Oi l Corner. feb. 26. ’61. G. M. FAY.
A QANfITY of the celebrated Hamburg Cuc’esc 
just rocoived at the Old Corner.
Feb. 26,’61. G. M.FAY.
is a sure cure for Ague, Chills and Fever.
For Sore Throat, the Pain Killer used, mixed with 
water, as a gargle, will cure, and it is used with great 
success in Diptheria.
Tlte 5’asn Sillier 
taken internally, should be adulterated with milk or 
water, or made into syrup with molasses. For
By the use of these Pills the periodic attacks of I 
j Nervous or Sick Headache may be prevented ; and ■ 
if taken at the commencement of an attack imme­
diate relief from pain aud sickness will be ob­
tained.
They seldom fail in removing the Nausea and
Cf ALL and see those nice and cheap Sugars,before ) purchasing elsewhere, at tho Old Corner.I Feb. 26,’61. G. M.FAY.
TS3E PIONEER
GIFT BOOK STORE.
The Ungodly Priest.
The following extract from Pallock's “ Course o 
'fme,” is a life-picturo of the ungodly Priest :
Of all who offleo held unfairly, nono 
Could plead excuse ; he least, and last of all.
By solemn, awful ceremony, he
Was set apart to speak the truth entire,
By action, and by word ; and round him stood 
The people, from his lips expecting knowledge; 
One day in seven, the Holy Sabbath termed,
They stood ; for he had sworn in face of God 
And man, to deal sincerely with tbeir souls ;
To preach the gospel for the gospel’s sake;
Had sworn to hate and put away all pride,
All vanity, all love of earthly pomp ;
To seek all mercy, meekness, truth, and graco; 
And being so endowed himself, and taught,
In them like works of holiness to move ;
Dividing faithfully the word of life.
And pft indeed the word of life ho taught;
But practising, as thou hast heard, who could 
Believe ? Thus was religion wounded sore 
At her own altars, and among her friends.
The people went away, and like the priest, 
Fulfilling what the prophet spoke before,
For honor strove, and wealth, and place, as if 
'The preacher had rehearsed an idle tale.
The enemies of God rejoiced, and loud 
The unbeliever laughed, boasting a life 
Of fairer character than his, who owned,
For king and guide, the undefiled One.
Most guilty, villianous, dishonest man !
Wolf in the clothing of the gentle lamb !
Dark traitor in Messiah’s holy camp !
Leper in saint garb !—assassin masked 
In Virtue’s robe ! vile hypocrite accursed !
I strive in vain to set his evil forth.
The words that should sufficiently accurse,
And execrate such reprobate, had need 
Come glowing from the lips of eldest hell.
Among the saddest, in the den of wo.
Thou saw’st him saddest, 'mong the damned, most 
damned.
Mr. Lincoln’s Message—An Unfortunate 
Expression.
In the message of the President the following 
sentence occurs :
“ It is new for them to demonstrate to the 
world that those who fairly carry an elecliun can 
also suppress a rebellion ; that ballois are the 
rightful aud peaceful successors of bullets, and 
that when ballots have fairly and'constitutionally 
decided, there can be no successful appeal back to 
bullets ; that there can be no successful appeal 
except to ballots themselves, at succeeding elec­
tions.”
Dr. Richardson’s Sherry Wine Bitters.
In 1808, Dr. Nathan Richardson, a physician re­
siding in South Reading Mass., discovered and 
provod in his extensive practice inthatphicea.n l 
neighboring towns, the beneficial effects of the med­
icine now given to the world as the Sherry Wine Bit­
ters. The success of Dr. Richardson’s practice be­
coming heralded throughout the New England 
States, his business so increased that he was com­
pelled to relinquish the visiting system, and estab­
lish offices in differont’parts of the State, where, on J 
statod days, he met his patients. Sunday was the 
only day that he could be found at home, and many l 
of the present inhabitants of South Reading will well ! 
remember the throng of carriages that always sur- ■ 
rounded bis house on the Sabbath.
Tho present proprietor, Dr. S. O. Richardson, (son I 
of the late Dr. Nathan Richardson), a graduate of the
New Hampshire Medical College, where he received i , - -. - Ti w
his degrees with usual honor, and also a member of fftock and_businesSj)t the ,aie irm . ts.i-. 
the Medical Society of Boston, for the purpose of re­
lieving his aged and honored parent from his ardu-
Coun-h, a few deeps on sugar eaten will be more effec- -Headache to which females aie so subject, 
five than anything else. I They act gently upon tho bowels, removing Cos-
Sce Printed Directions, which accompany each bottle. I tlveness.
The PAIN KILLER is by universal consent al- | For Literary Men, Students, Delicate Females, 
lowed to have won for itself a reputation unsurpassed |and all persons of sedentary habits, they are valu- 
j io the history of medical preparations. Its ins tan ta- able as a laxative, improving the appetite, giving 
neons effect in the entiro eradication nnd extinction - tone aud vigor to the digestive organs, and rester- 
of PAIN, in all its various forms incidental to the ing the natural elasticity and strength of the whole 
! human family, and tho unsolicited written and ver- ] system
j ual testimony of the masses in its favor, 'have 
and are its own best advertisme-nt.
been
Commenting upon this, the Boston Cottner re- ous duties, was induced to relinquish his valuable 
practice in the city of Boston to superintend the-man-
What stronger proof of these facts can he produced 
than the following letter, received unsolicited, from 
REV. W. JACOBS:
Newark, N. J. June 6th, 1S60.
Meesers. Porry Davis & Son—Gentlemen .-—Allow 
me, unsolicited, to send you a word olco’mmendation 
for your Pain Killer. I have used it in my family 
these several years, and found it all it claims to he. 
For Rheumatism, Coughs Uolds, Burns Cholera ten­
dencies and difficulties, ns well as diseases generally 
that prevail in families, I regard tlie Pain Killer as 
beyond all price, and as efficacious beyond any medi­
cine within my knowledge. We keep it as our chief 
family medicine, and find its use in ordinary cases 
worth more than any doctor. The testimony of oth­
ers among my acquaintances and friends is equally 
favorable. Many clergymen have spoken of it in the 
Evans & Co., 67.?Broadway, at prices jn accordance ; highest torms as a family medicince. Missionaries 
with the times, is'prepared to offer greater induce- ;n repeated instances have said to me in person and 
ments to the purchasers of Books than ever before. jn tbeir letters, that the Pain Killer was by far tho 
The Gifts are selected with care, and aro of the best , hest medicine used in heathen lands, and they uso it
G. W. PITCHER,
Successor to
d. w. ssv/ircs &
THE PIONEER GIFT BOOK STORE
A’o. 677 Br< a-licai/ Xetv Yorh,
Tlie Oldest EstisIHssSied Gift Booli 
House.
A Gift with every Book, Worth from 50c. 
to SI00,00.
W. PITCHER having purchased the entire
marks :
“The implication here certainly is, that the 
party which elected Mr. Lincoln is to suppress 
the rebellion ! The indulgence of such an idea 
would be attended with the most disastrous con­
sequences. The means and the men raised for 
the support of the government has been furnished 
for the Union cause, and not to sustain any party 
dogmas. A very large proportion of the funds 
must have come from opponents of the Republi­
can party—there is reason to believe that a large 
majority of the army did not vote on their side 
Of the generals in command, McClellan, Cad- 
wallader, Patterson, Butler, and we daresay oth­
ers, are Democrats. Most of the officers of whom 
we know anything, are either Democrats or the 
Old Whig line. The Lieutenant-General is an 
old Whig, ten years ago the candidate for the 
Presidency of that party. Mr. Lincoln was him­
self chosen by a little more than a third of the 
votes thrown in the election. His party could 
make no head against the rebellion.”
ufacture of this medicine, as it requires great skiil- 
and accuracy in its preparing.
The genuine sold by James Blanchard. scp3
Extract from Washington Irving.
The following extract, like Poor Richard’s Al- 
Tnanac, “will suit any climate i”
“A cunning politician is often found skulking 
under the clerical robe, v.ith an outside ail re­
ligion, and an inside all political rancor. Things 
spiritual and things temporal are strangely jum­
bled together, like poisons and antidotes on an 
^apothecary s shelf; and instead of a devout ser- 
isnon, the simple church-going folks have often a 
^political pamphlet thrust down their throats, la­
belled with a pious text from Scripture.”— Was- 
fiinglcn Irving.
One of Russell’s Letters.
The world renowned correspondent of the 
London Times, Wm. H. Russell whoso letters 
from the Crimea were universally read and ad­
mired, is now in this country as the army corres­
pondent of “Tho Thunderer.” One of his let­
ters will be found on the first page of this week’s 
Banner, to which wt invite the attention of our 
readers.
The Kichmond Whig on the Capture of 
Fort Hatteras.
Baltimore, Sept. 10.
A copy of the Richmond Whig received here 
has a most sarcastic article on the capture of the 
Hatteras forts, censuring by implication the Con­
federate authorities, and which commences in 
this style :
Let ns imitate the Chinese by all means ; the 
port has been taken ; many hundreds of men 
have surrendered ; valuable officers have become 
prisoners ; a large amount of powder captured ; 
the most i mportant point of our coAst for priva- 
vateering purposes is in the hands of the enemy, 
and ths gallant North State is now liable to inva­
sion.
Still it is a small matter ; it will take 30,000 
men to "regain the fort ; but that is nothing ; what 
do we want of it; it was built for fun. Evidently 
bad we been taken of the warning given by North­
ern papers; it wrald be the height of folly and 
treason to accuse auy member of the Cabinet of 
negligence in the premises. We who live at the 
seat of Government know too well the superhu­
man energy, sleepless vigilance and miraculous 
promptitude of every department, to entertain for 
a moment a shadow of suspicion of any short­
coming on the part of any one, near or remotely 
connected with the Administration. Butler can­
not leave as many men as he pleases in the fort 
of North Carolina. Of course we will whip them, 
for have not we the greatest number of unarmed 
militia?
Gen. Dix has forbidden the Mavor to continue 
the payment of the old police, and' Mayor Brown, 
while protesting against the military authority to 
interfere, has signified his compliance
Salt Rheum.—This is a disease tho country 
is full of. There are hut few whole families ontirelv 
free from it. The fact is, it takes so many forms, 
sometimes in cracked hands, chapped lips roughness 
on the skin, with an oozing out of a watery fluid, with 
great heat, itching,^burning, <£c., Ac. For this Dr.S. 
A. Weaver’s Cerate is a never failing cure : cne or 
two bottles will cure the worst casos. In acts on a 
different principle from any article ever made. As 
a proof of its curative properties, we will copy from 
a letter received from a clergyman of thehighest rcs- 
pectabibility. He says : “ I was attacked with Salt
Rheum in my left leg, which had become very bad, 
and was rapidly spreading. It had become a raw sore 
and the itching and burning had become intolerable. 
I procured a bottle of your Cerate, and by its use my 
leg has been perfectly cured of the disease. I give 
this statementin hopes it may induce others similarly 
affected to use it;” and we say, if you will use it, you 
will be cured.
Sold bv James Blanchard. sep3
P. P. P.
PARK’S PRICKLY PLASTERS.
They Impart Strength; they Annihilate Pain.
Park’s
Patent
Porns
Prickly
Plasters
Are Sold 
By All 
Dealers 
From 
1 to
2% Dimes.
rpHESE DELIGHTFUL PLAS- 
| ters yield readily to the motion 
of the body, absorb perspiration and 
throw of all the offensive coagulated 
impurities off the system. They 
should be used for all Chronic Pains,
Faintness, Dyspepsia, Colds. Con­
sumption, Rheumatism, Female 
Weakness, etc. They retain their 
active properties when other Plasters 
are useless, and whore applied pain 
cannot exist. Every family should 
have them. One size on cloth, three 
sizes on leather. Sample sent by 
mail, on receipt of 25 cents.
D. S. BARNES, 13 <L 15 Park Row 
N. Y. April 16, 1861.
Postponement of the County Fair.
In conseqnence of Thanksgiving Day coming 
Thursday, the 26th, the County Fair has been 
postponed until Wednesday Thursday and Friday, 
October 9th, 10th and 11th.
j-ag- At a recent examination, Dr. W. N. 
King, of Frederticktown, was approved as a 
suitable person for Surgeon in the U- S. Army.
Just Cuus© for Auger.
A Gernmn of the 2d Michigan Regiment, in 
hospial at Washington, had his arm amputated 
His description of the sensation he feels from 
his fingers, which lately belonged to his ieft arm, 
causes frequent bursts of merriment from the 
other patients in the ward- He says : “1 veels 
der tings mit mine vingers ven I knows Ise got 
no vingers dare, acd it makes me mad ven I 
veels der tings all der time mit mine vingers ven 
mine vingers aint dare any more stbill!”
jySS** following is an extract from a letter written 
by the Rev. J. S. Holmes, pastor of the Pierrepoint 
Street Baptist Church,Brooklyn, N. Y., to the “Jour- 
nal and Messenger,’’ Cincinnati, 0., and speaks vol­
umes in favor of that world-renowned medicine, Mrs 
Winslow’s Soothing Syrup for Children Teething:—
“We see an advertisement in your columnsof Mrs. 
Winslow’s Soothing Syrup. Now we no nevor said 
a word in faver of a patent medicine before in our 
life, but we feel compelled to say to your readers 
that this is no humbug—we have had it, and know 
it to be all it claims. It is probably one of the most 
successful medicines of the day, hocause it is one of 
tho best. And those of your readers who have ba­
bies can’t do better than to lay in a. supply.”
Home Testimony.
Mt. Gilead, Morrow Co., O., March 29, 59.
Dr. Roback—Dear Sir: I have been afflicted 
most of the time for the last six yoars with a gene­
ral debility; no particular disease hut general pros­
tration. I procured of your agent here, Mr. Enos
quality and of the most fasliionablo styles. The 
Books are old at tho lowest retail prices, and a gift 
—useful or drnamontal-Mn value from 50o. to $100 
is given with each Book.
What I claim as the peculiar advantages of this 
business is that I give more for the same amount of 
money than tlie regular dealer in Books, and thus 
make ujy Books advertise themselves. Also, crea­
ting a healthy taste for useful and standard litera­
ture, by introducing Books, in many cases, where 
they have hithertd been almost unknown.
TS>e Books are afexv 
and fresh from the publishers’ hands, and all orders 
are filled and delivered with the utmost dispatch to 
all parts of the United States and the Canadas.— 
The central location of New York giving peculiar 
facilities for rapidity and cheapness of transporta­
tion, which are unrivalled by any city in tho world.
Fifteen Thousand Agencies 
are open for application, and all persons desiring a 
pleasant, easy and profitable employment, requiring 
but little of their time, will do well to accept at the 
earliest opportunity and in their names.
As this house from the first has taken tho lead of 
all others, I shall endeavor to maintain its position 
and well earned reputation.
Book Agents, and those dosiring to become so, 
should examine my terms, as ten hooks can be sold 
in tho same time that ono mav be disposed of in the 
usual way, through tlie inducements given to the 
purchaser.
REMEMBER.
'355L.Th:it this is the only Gift Book nouso that 
takes the risk of loss through the mail.
This is the only Gift Book llouso that lias 
roceived the voluntary endorsement of over five, 
hundred city and country journals, and of the lead­
ing publishing houses of the country.
This is the oldest established and most ex­
tensive House of the kind in tho world.
ixggt, I pay tho most liberal commission to Agents.
I keep the most varied and extensive stock 
of Books and Gifts, and gratuitously circulate the 
most complete and best classified catalogue in the 
country.
1 gnarantee perfect satisfaction to all who 
may favor me with their patronage.
HOW TO SEND FOR BOOKS.
Orders of Five Books and upwards should be sent 
by express, if possible, as it is safer and cheaper 
than by mail.
Money, if possible, should he Sent ia form of 
Drafts, as payment can be stopped if lost through 
the mail.
Letters enclosing money may bo sent at my risk, 
provided they are registered according to law.— 
Those precautions are simplo and within tho reach 
of all, assuring thosafe transmittance of Books.
In ordering Books, the title, in black letters 
only, should be used. The writing should bo plain, 
and the Name, Post Office, County and State should 
be distinct to avoid mistakes.
Send for a Catalogue,
Select your books, enclose the prioe, and direct your 
letter to
G. W. PITCHER,
677 Broadway, New York. 
A SINGLE TRIAL
Will convince you that the best and most economi­
cal way of purchasing books is to send to the
PIONEER GIFT BOOK STORE.
for themselves and families, and administer it to oth­
ers around them. Thus much I am inclined to say 
as an act of justice to yourselves, and as a benefit to 
others. You aro at liberty to use this testimonial, if 
of any service. Rev. W. B. JACOBS,
Late Editor Christian Chronicle.
Beware Of All Imitations!
The Pain Killer is sold by ail respectable Druggists 
throughout tho U. States and in Foreign Countries.
Price 25 cts., 50 cts., and $1, per bottle.
J. N. HARRIS & Co.,
Proprietors for the Western and Southern Stateg, 
Cincinnati, Ohio.
Sold Wholesale and Retail by James Blanchard, 
S. W. Lippitt, Mt. Vernon: It. S. French, Gambier; 
N. Dayton, Martinsburg ; Montague & Ilosac, Fred­
ericktown ; W. T. McMahon, Millwood; S. W. Sapp, 
Danville. May ll-6m
The CEPHALIC PILLS are the result of long 
investigation and carefully conducted experiments, 
having been in use many years, during which time 
the}' have prevented and relieved a vast amount of 
pain and suffering from Headache, whether origi­
nating in the nervous system or from a deranged 
elate of the stomach.
They are entirely vegetable in their composition, 
and may be taken at all times with perfect safety 
without making any change of -diet, and the ab­
sence of any disagreeable ta6te renders it easy to 
administer them to children.
BEWARE OF COUNTERFEITS !
The genuine have five signatures of Henry C. 
Spalding on each Box.
Sold by Drufigists and all other Dealers In Med­
icines.
A Box will besontby mail,prepaid, on'receipt 
of the
PRTCE,^ CENTS.
All orders should be addressed to
HENRY C. SPALDING,
48 Cedar Street, New York.
TIIE FOLLOWING ENDORSEMENTS OF
SPA I. DING’SCEPHALIC PILLS,
WILL CONVINCE ALL WHO SUFFER FROM '
HEADACHE,
From the Examiner, Norfolk, Va. 
Cephalic Pills accomplish the- object for which 
they were made, viz: Cure of Headache in ail 
forms.
From the Examiner, Norfolk, Va. 
They have been tested in more than a thousand 
cases, with entire success.
From the Democrat, St, Cloud, Minn.
If you are, or have been troubled with the head 
ache,send for a box, (Cephalic Pills,) so that you 
may have them in case ol an attack.
From the Advertiser, Providence, R. I. 
The Cephalic Pills are said to be a remarkably 
■ effective remedy for the headache, and one of the 
very best for that very frequent complaint which
GREAT REDUCTION IN PRICES!
A PERFECT New and Improved, Noiseless Grover A Baker Sewing Machine, for $40 11 ! The only Company that manufactures the two vari­
eties of Machines. Double Loch and Single Lock or 
Shuttle Stick! Victory aftpr Victory !~! !
Intelligouec reaches us from all parts of the Un­
ion of victories achieved over Singer’s, Wheeler 
Wilson’s and all other Competing Machines.
The Prince of Wales selected Grover A Baker 
Machines. The Chines e Embassy selected them, 
and all well regulated families have, or should havo 
one, because they make less noise, are more simple, 
run with greater speed, and less friction, consequent­
ly are more durable than other machines. They 
also make tho most beautiful and elastic stich or 
seam, which is fastened wlion it leaves the Machine. 
I shall not hesitate to warrant every Machine sold. 
A word to the wise is sufficient. Call and get circu­
lar and examine for yourselves.
We aro pretty familiar with the merits of tlielead- 
ing machines, nnd for family use we prefer Grorcr 
A Baker.— Ohio Farmer.
Machine rhread. Silk and Cotton constantly on 
hand. Also, Needles and Pure Machine Oil for sale, 
at the MUSIC STORE, 2d door below Knox Co. 
Bank. SAMUEL P. AXTELL.
Nov. 27. 1860.
Spring :asa<r Summer Remedy.
Good for the Stomach.
DR. S. O. RICHARDSONS
SHERRY WINE BITTERS,
The Celebrated New England Remedy j has ever been discovered
From the Western R. R. Gazette, Chicago, Til. 
We heartily endorse Mr. Spalding, and his unn
New Firm.
Boot, Shoe, Hat and Cap Store.
MORTON & SAPP
RESPECTFULLY inform the citizens of Mount Vernon and vicinity, that they are now prepar- i od to suit every one in their line of business, at pri. 
j ces that cannot he sold under.
GO AND SEE
Their new stock of Boots, Shoes, and Gaiters, of all 
sizes and styles. In addition to our other stock, we 
have a splendid assortment of Hate and Caps of tho 
latest style; Men’s and Boy’s Military Caps ; and 
also, a good assortment of Hosiery and Gloves.
Shoe-makers will find it to be their interest to buy 
their Leather and Findings at
Morton «Sc Sapp’s Boot and Shoe Store,
Corner of Main and Vine streets, Banning Building, 
Mt. Vernon, Ohio. may 14
Miles, some of your Scandinavian Blood Villa and 
Blood Purifier, and have been using them for the 
last four or five months in the following manner : I 
tako a dose of tho purifier in the morning and one 
pill when I go to bed, and am now in better health 
than I have been for the last sis years. In that 
time I have used various other medicines, all to no 
purpose. I now use the pills in my family and 
think they are the best family medicine I ever used. 
Oe3t0. WM. COOPER.
G. W. PITCHER, Successor to 
D. W. EVANS A CO., 
F-UBLISIIER AND BOOKSELLER,
677 Broadway, Y. N.
Custom Work.
PARTICULAR attention paid to manufaeturi Measured work and repairing done on the sb test notice. [ma.y 14] MORTON A SAPP
FOR
HABITUAL CONSTIPATION,
.Tiimnliee. Fever and Ague. General Debility
aud all Disease* ai ising from a Disorder* 
cd Rtouineh, Giver, or Dowels,
THEY’ are used and recommended by leading Physicians of the country, and all who try them pronounce them invaluable.
Dn. JAMES L. LEEPERE, writes from Navarre,
Stark Co., Ohio, “the Bitters aro highly praised by 
thoso suffering from indigestion, dyspepsia and liver 
complaint.”
E. S. DAY7I3, Postmaster at Williamsport, Ohio, 
says, “they give great satisfaction. I use them my­
self,having taken cold,become prostrateand lostmy 
appetite. It relieved me, and l ean recommend it 
with great assurance of its merits.”
Dn. WM.'M. KERR, of Rogersville; Ind., writes 
us that they are the most valuable medicine offered, 
no has recommended them with great success, and 
with them made several cures of palpitation of the 
heart and general debility.
THOMAS STANFORD, Esq.,Blo.untsvillo, Henry 
Co., Ind., writes us a long letter, under date of May 
3, 1860. He was much reduced, having been afflict­
ed for three years with great nervous debility, pal­
pitation of the heart of the most severe and pros­
trating character, “after using a few bottles I was 
completely restored, and am now in robust health.’
GEORGE W. HOFFMAN says he was afflicted 
with rhumatism for twenty years, in all its various 
forms, and at the date of his letter he had been two 
years well; the Bitters effecting the cure, when 
several physicians could do him no good. He says, 
“for rhumatism, dyspepsia, liver complaint, kidney 
affection, or dropsy, it is a specific ccrtuin remedy.”
J. W. HUNT writes from Dolphos, Allen Co., 0., 
(a section where Fever and Ague prevails,) that he 
most cheerfully recommends them of deeided merit 
in all cases of FEY’ER AND AGUE, DY’SPEPfelA, 
AND GENERAL DEBILITY.
D. K. GALLEHERS, M. D., writes from Y’an 
Wert, Ohio, “I most respectfully recommend the 
Sherry Wine Bitters to the notice of Dyspeptic per­
sons, audio all who require a stimulating medicine. 
Such News we are receiving Daily.
Fail Particulars Accompany Each Bottle. 
They are sold by Medicine Dealers generally. 
Price 75 cts. per bottle. J. N. H VRRIS &■ CO. 
Cincinnati, Ooio, Proprietors for the Southern and 
Western States, to whom address all orders.
For sale by S. W. Lippitt, Mt. Y’ernon, 0.; James 
Blanchard, Mt. Vernon; R. S. French, Gambier; N 
Dayton, Martinsburg: Montague A Ilosac, Frede­
ricktown; W. T. Mahon, Millwood; S. W. Sapp, 
Danville; Roberts A Samuel, Columbus. [May 11-6
MEDICAL.
HE subscriber respectfully informs the commu-
__ nity in aud around Mt. Vernon, that she has
settled in said place ns a regular practising Physi­
cian, having graduated in Philadelphia, and as such 
solicits patronnge, especially from the female portion 
of society. Her rooms are in Hill’s Building, corner 
of Main and Gambier streets, entrance between Tay­
lor <k Gantt’s and Munk’s stores.
Country calls promptly attended to.
July 23-tf JANE PAYNE, M. D.
Fort Sumter Evacuated.
TIIE evacuation of Fort Sumter by tho United States docs not say that E. WILCOX lias eva­cuated his old stand on Main street, over Brown’s 
Jewelry Store, where he still remains and expects 
to conduct his business as heretofore, in all its vari­
ous branches. Garment s of all descriptions cut and 
made to order on short notice, and as durable as can 
be done at any other Tailor Shop on this side of tho
T'
vulled Cephalic Pills.
From the Kanawha Valley Star, Kanawha, V*.
We are suie that persons suffering with the 
headache, who try them, will stick to them.
From the Southern Path Finder, New Orleans, La
Try them! you that are afflicted, and we are 
sure that your testimony can ho added to the al 
ready numerous list that has received benefits that 
no other medicine can produce.
From the St Louis Democrat.
The immense demand for the article (Cephalic 
Pills) is rapidly increasing.
From the Gazette, Davenport, Iowa,
Mr. Spaluing would not connect his name with 
an article he did not know to possess real merit.
From the Advertiser, Providence, R. I.
The testimony in their favor is strong, from the ; mountains, and in tho latest style, according to eas 
most respectable quarters. ! tern fashions.
Garments Cleaned and Repaired in the hestman- 
EFA single bottle of SPALDINGS PREPARED j nor and on short notice. Cutting done to suit cus­
tomers. Feoling thankful to hi* old customers for 
their liberal support heretofore received, he solicits 
a continuance of tho same, and asks as maYly new 
ones as feel they can trust him vith their work, 
an S:tf " E. WILCOX.
GLUE will save ten times itscostannually,_m 
SPALDING’S PREPARED GLUE ! 
SPALDING’S PREPARED GLUE ! 
SPALDING’S PREPARED GLUE !
SAVE THE PRICES ’
ECONOMY’ ! DISPATCH '.
O’ “A Stitch in Time Saves Nine,” .j-fj I 
As accidents will happen, even in well regula- : 
ted families, it is very desirable to have some cheap ! 
and convenient way for repairing Furniture, Toys,! 
Crockery, &c. j
SPALDING’S PREPARED GLUE 
meets all such emergencies, and no household can 
afford to be without it. It is always ready, and 
up to the sticking point.
“USEFUL IN EVERY HOUSE.”
N. B.—A Brush accompanies each Bottle. Price 
25 cents. Address,
IIENRY C. SPALDING,
No. 48 Cedar Street, New York-
CAUTION.
Ascertain unprincipled persons are attempting 
to palm off on the unsuspecting public, imitations 
of my Prepared Glue, I would caution all persons 
to examine before purchasing, and see that thefull 
name, „
ltrSPALDING’3 PREPARED GLUE.^rj] 
is on the outside wrapper; all others are swindling 
counterfeits. Feh.26.
TAYLOR, GRISWOLD & CO.,
Dealers in all kinds Foreign and Domestic
STAPLE AND FAM’Y DKY GOODS.
ALSO
CARPETS, OIL CLOTHS, AC.,
AT WHOLESALE AND RETAIL,
NO.55,SUPERIOR-ST., CLEVELAND,OHIO. 
Cleveland, April 6:ly. __  ___
BOUND TO BLA1Z!
I WISH it distinctly understood we have no con­nection with any other house in the city, having purchased of Mr. J. George the stock and paid him 
for it, he holds no interest in the Old Corner, not 
even as a creditor. We have his documents to prove 
the same. feb. 26, ’61. G. M. FAY ■
Country Merchants
CAN fit up their stock of Boots arid Shoes, or any thing in our line, at Cleveland wholesale pri­ces. [may 14]________MORTON & SAPP.
lot of Hams and Dried Beef iu«tA SPLENDIDreceived at tho Old Corner Feb. 25, ’51. G. M. FAY.
■yqg Justice's Blanks for eale at tho Banner Office.
■HWSMM—*^—*
MT. VERNON BUSINESS.
WKTSiXV J*. NUtUKLL. 
AFJiSSY AND COUNSELLOR AT LAW,
And Notary Public,
MOUNT VERNON, OHIO.
OFFICE—North sldo of Kremn Block.
Atigust2S, 1860-ly. ______________
charm? **• ,{A T 'J' <_> R N E Y A 1 E A ,1 ertiOII. Gul
Prompt attention git on »<> Collections and Soeur- { iatures to LIFE-SIZE, PLAIN or 
og all Clauo, rotrnMvd to his care. __ j BEAUTIFULLY FINISHED IN OIL,
•C. F. Baldwin, i* also, sNotary Publie, and ,
authorised by his Water Colors, or
OT RL> OT .AOT ot Naa*will attend to such business as is commission, with promptness and despatch. _ j 
April 10th, lS30-6nio _____ __ 1 If you hove an old Daguerreotype or Ambrotypo
~ MARSHA E 11E iM,
ATT’Y & COUSELLOB AT LAW,
AND NOTARY PUBLIC,
J/ownt Vernon, Ohio,
OFFICE—Judson's Building, Main st., 2 doors
Bvjth Knox County Bank. [march 27.
vfxbt w. corroK. wm. l. ii»s.
COTTON A HANK,
Attorneys and Counsellors at Law,
MT. VERNON, O.
On-ILL ATTEND to all business intrusted to W them, in hot of the Courts.
Orricw.—N. E.eornor of Main and Gambier sts., 
tret Pyle’s Merchant Tailoring establishment. oo20
JOHN ADAAJS',
At:»raey at Law and Notary Public, 
office—is w »m.’« sew bwildiso,
Mount UernoM, Ohio.
M .lJitf. __________
WM. DIAU1R,
A T TORN R V A T L A W,
MT. VERNON, KNOX COUNTY, OHIO.
Jffice iu Banning Building, northwest eornor
Malnand Vine streets,in theroom formerly occupied 
by M. H. Mitchell. jell
Samuel Israel. Joseph C. Devin
ISRAEL A DEVIN,
Attorneys at Law & Solieitorsin Chancery,
MT. VERNON, OHIO.
OFFICE.—Three doors South of the Bank.
Prompt attention given to all business en­
trusted to them, and especially to collecting and se­
curing claims iu any part ofthe state of Ohio.
Dec. 7:tf. ________
R. C. KURIL FRANK H. HURD.
R. C. Ilf RD & SON,
Attorneys and Coansenors nt Lnw, 
marU-tf MOUN£_VERNDIL_OHIO.
SASII, DftORS AND BLINDS.
DEVOE & HUBBELL,
VNNOUNCE TO THE CITIZENS OF KNOX and the surrounding counties, that they are now prepared to mannfavture to ardor nil kinds of 
Sash, Doors and Blinds, Window and Door Frames, 
and all work required in house finishing. Wo shall, 
uso tho very best material, and will warrant all our 
work.
Shop on High stroot, opposito the Court IIouso, 
Mount Vernon, Ohio. [mnrcli20._
J. II. MILLER,
Sign, Ornamental and Fresco Painter,
PAPER HANGER, FANCY GILDER, Ac.,
No. 109 ain St., up Stairs,
Mount Vernon, Ohio.
(N ILDED SIDE AND TOP LIGHTS, WINDOWJT Curtains, Decoratire Paper Hanging, Ac., Ac. Land Scope Painting done to order. Pictures 
framed in Rosewood or Gilt, on most reasonable 
terms. Stonceling in paper or motnl neatly ex­
ecuted.
P. S. Blockletterscut to ordor.
May 22, 186®. _______ __ ____ ____
AMBROTYPES AND MELAINOTYPES.
G. A. HcIxmLD,
SUCCESSOR to Power A McDonald, respectfully announces io the citizens of Mt. Vernon and vicinity, that he still continues to take Ambrotypos 
A Molsinot.ypes-.in the best style of art, at hisrooms 
in Woodward Block. From a long experience in 
business he flatters himself that ho will give entire 
satisfaction to all who may favor him with business 
Prices as low as the lowest. Ploage give me a call 
beforo engaging pictureselsewhore. [mayltf.
D . C . MONTGOMERY 
ATTORNEY AT IL AW,
Banning Building,over N. McGiffin'sShoe Store, 
MT. VERNON, OHIO.
Specia’attention given to the collection of claims, 
end tho purchase and sale of Real-Estate.
I HAVE for sale unimproved lands as follows:640 acres in Osage county, Missouri.696 seres in Warren county, Missouri.
802 acres in St. Francois county, Missouri.
125 acres in Hardin county, Ohio.
40 acre lot in Hardin county, Ohio.
^83 acres iu Mercer county; Ohio, 
marl
CABINET BUSINESS,
Joseph S- IMLfA.Ftixx
fFAAKES pleasure in announcing to the citizens ol I Mt. Vernon and vicinity, that he coxtiaues to
earry on the
CABINET MAKING BUSINESS,
In all its branches, at his old stand, at the foot of 
Main street, opposito Buckingham's Foundry, where 
will be found Bureaus, Tables, Chairs, Bedsteads, 
Yi'ashstands, Capboards, Ac., Ac.
UNDERTAKING. „ ,
I have provided myself with a new and splendid
Hoarse, and will,bo ready to attend funerals when­
ever called upofi. Coffins of all sizes kept on hand 
and made to order. J. S. MARTIN.
febSitf
REMOVAL.
DR. C. m"T"kELSEY,
DENTIST,
HAStakon for a term ofyears tho rooms former­ly occupied by N. N. Hill, immediately over Taylor, Gantt A Co.’s, whore he will prosecute the 
various duties of his profession with an experience 
of over 16 years constant practice, and an acquain­
tance with all the late improvements in the art, he 
foels confident of giving ontire satisfaction. The 
best skill ofthe profession warranted to bo exercised 
in every caso.
On hand a largo stock of Dental Material lately 
procured from the east.
Entrance on Main vrtet, betweoen Taylor, Gantt
<£■ Co.’s aud L. Munk’s Clothing Store.
April 19, 1859-tf _ ____ ____________________
SASH, DOOR AND BLIND
FACTORY!
THE SUBSCRIBERS WOULD INFORM THEIR friends and tie public generally, that they have rouisved thoir Machinery to the Furlong Foundry, 
Wi of High Street, where, in connection with S. 
Davis, th.-'r keep •>» hand and manufacture to order, 
on short notice,
Doors, Susti, Blinds and If on I dinars
Of all the various patterns. Surface nnd Irregular 
Planing and Flooring, hard or soft, dressed io order. 
Wo would ask for the new firm a continuance of the 
patronage so liberally bestowed on the old one.
BYERS A PATTERSON. 
Mt. Vernon, 0., June 12, I860.
Ur. S>. J»I< 5<KI tit.
SlIP 3?oOil 'O OZJft Asiti,
TIT. citizens of Mt.
yy Vernon, Ohio, and vi- nitv, that he has per­
manently located in Mt Very for the purpose of 
practicing his Pr- ‘ ■ -i in th best and most sub­
stantial style of tho art, t i T would say to those 1 
who mav favor me with their patronage, that my i 
work shall .^nd will compare both in beauty and du- I 
nihility with any in the State. I would also say to i 
those who are afflicted with Diseased mouths, thati 
I am preparcdtotre.it all diseases of the mouth un-: 
dor any form Also to remove tumors from the 
mouth or antrum. All operations warrnnted, and. 
moderate charges. I have taken a lease of my pres­
ent suit of rooms from Dr. Russell, tor five years 
with the refusal of tun. The best ot references
aan be [June 19. 1860.
MOUNT VERNON
WOOLEN FACTORY!
E SUBSCRIBER would call the attention ol 
ae public to the fact, that the Old Lucerne Fac- 
* removed to Mt. Vernon, at___
lORTON’S OLD FACTORY,
I being fitted up with good Machinery for do- 
Custom business, and that I am now rea.dy to 
e Wool to manufacture into Cloth, Cassimere, 
ett, Blankets and Flannel on Shares or by the
i Carding and Spinning; Carding Rolls and 
Dressing done on Short Notice. All work 
ited done in the best manner and as cheap as
J wilVbo roceived at the Old Factory at Lu- 
snd workreturned. H. E. WILKINSON.
■■aajL
MT. VERNON BUSINESS.
LEWIS’
TEMPLE OF ART!
I desiro to inform tho public that my
Splendid Suit of Photograph Rooms
ARE COMPLETED’
And now open for tho roception of visitors. It is 
needless to comment upon my work, as it recom­
mends itself. I mate Photographs from small min-
of a deceased friond, (no matter how poor), it can 
be enlarged to any sizj and colored truo to nature.
I wish particularly to impress upon tho mind of 
tho publie this important branch of Photography. 
I employ Mr. HALL, of Cleveland, the acknowledg­
ed best COLORIST in Northern Ohio.
Specimens of old pictures enlarged can be seen at 
my Gallerv.
AMBROTYPES
And all small work dono on short notice. Wo ex­
tend a cordial invitation to all to call and examino 
Specimens.
ROOMS—Corner Main and Gambier Streets, over 
Taylor, Gantt A Co.’s Store. Entrance same as Dr. 
Kelsey’s Dental Rooms.
N. B. The olass of pictures termed 25 cent pic­
tures positively not taken at these rooms.
nov!3-ly. N. E LEWIS.
TIIE CATARACT
WASHING MACHINE!
To the People of Knox County and espe­
cially the Ladies.
Ill AA E boon for several years on the look out for a good Washing Machino. I have had several tried in my family and found somo that did pretty 
woll as long ns they kept in order. But they all 
soon failed in this respect and somo shook them­
selves to pieces.
Last fall I discovered tho Cataract Machine ope­
rated by Mr. Eiswald tho inventor, and was struck 
with its simplicity; and especially with tho fact that 
there was no shaking motion to it. It had no more 
tendency to rattlo to pieces than a grindstono, or a 
spinning wheel. I induced Mr. Eiswald to bringhis 
machine to Mount Vernon, and gave it a thorough 
trial in my family, and also in some otlior*; nnd be- 
camo so well satisfied with its merits that I purchas­
ed the patont right for several counties.
These machines are now maeufactured at the Ko- 
kosing Iron Works, by Buckingham A Co., and I 
can confidently rocommcnd tnem as tho best ma­
chine for washing that I ovor saw. They will wash 
any amount of oiotbes from a shirt collar to half a 
dozon shirts, without tearing or wearing them. They 
are not liable to get out of order and will last a 
lifetime.
Buckingham A Co., will warrant them to give en­
tire satisfaction. If not,the machine may bo returned 
in good order, within twenty days and the money 
will bo handed back without asking any questions.
C. P. BUCKINGHAM.
Mt. Vernon, June 12, 1SG0.
COACH AND CARRIAGE FACTORY. 
FRONT STREET, MT. VERNON, 0.
WILLIAM SANDERSON respect- , fully informs the public and his friends that he continues to manufac- ■
ture Carriages, Barouches, Rockaway*, Buggie*, Wa­
gons, Sleighs and Chariots, in all their various style* 
of finish and proportion.
All orders will be executed with stri it regard to du­
rability and beauty of finish. Repairswi/ also beat- 
tended to on tho most reasonable term^ As I use in 
all my work the very best seasoned stuff, and omploy 
none but experienced mechanics, I feel confident that 
allwhofnvor me with their patronage, will bo perfect­
ly satisfied on a trial of thoir work. All my work 
will be warranted.
Purchasers arerequested to give me a call be- 
ore buyingelsewhore. Mar.20:t-j
A CARD.
rpiIE undersigned wishes to say that ho is still at
1 tho old Stand on High Street, West ofthe R. R. 
Depot known as the Furlong Foundry, which is now 
in full operation. He is roady to greet all his old 
rionds aud patrons with a pleasant smile, a warm 
shake of the hand, social chatand then furnish them 
with any thing in the line of business they are to 
bo supplied with at this placo. The samo business 
is continued hero as you will geo by advertisement.
Comoon Farmers and all others and support home 
industry. M. C. FURLONG.
furlongToundry.
s. DAVIS &. co.,
MANCFACTURERS OF
MOWERS AND REAPERS
CALLED TIIE
Mount Vernon Iron Harvester, 
rpHE most simple in construction and perfect in
I its operation, the lightost in draft, and least lia­
ble to got out of ordor of any in use. Now if far­
mers of Knox nnd adjoiningCounties wish to save
4ONEY, HORSE FLESH AND TIME, 
Come and try
FURLONG FOUNDRY,
Manufacture* of Mowers nnd Reapers, and theabove 
representations will be realizod or no sale. Also,
Sugar Mills xvltli B. D. Grans’
PATENT EVAPORATOR,
Patented March 20tli, 1860. Theso mills aro heavj 
cast iron, and by uso, proved last fall to be unex­
celled by any in theso parts; nnd as for the Evapora­
tor, it is the best adapted to the business, of any 
pattent yot in uso, and is so constructed, that the 
furnace part serves for a stove, forakitchenorcook- 
ing vegetables for stock, and all itsadvantagesover 
others for convenience, has to bo seon and used to 
be properly appreciated. Those wishing to pur­
chase will bo but wise to examine this before buy­
ing elsewhere.
Also, THRASHING MACHINES, all of the va­
rious styles nnd descriptions made andrepaired that 
was formerly made here. Also, Plows and Plow 
Shares. Wholesale and Retail; of tho Long Plow, 
right and left from No. 1 to No. 5; llisor right and 
left; Crist do.; Hutchison left. The Mt. Vernon 
Iron right, left, and the Clipper and Combination 
Plow with tho Steel Mole Board, Double Shovels, 
Ac., Ac. Also Scrapors with cast points, an oxcol- 
lentarticle. Also, Castings,Machinery, Ac.to order.
S. DAVIS A CO.
Apr24. M. C. Furlong. Gen. Ag’t.
Valuable Farm for Sale.
OfYf A ACRES of Valuable Land, all under fence, 
200 cleared, aud under good state of culti­
vation, and containing a good framo Dwelling house, 
two tenant houses, two good barns, two good stables,
and two orchards of grafted fruit, situate in
Morris Township, Knox Co. Ohio,
6 miles from Mt. Vernon, and miles from Frede- 
iektown. Said premises are well situated, and are 
watered with seven good springs, and two large 
streams of running water. Said land will be sold all 
in one lot, or divided into one hundred acre lots to 
suit purchasers, and gold on time.
jan 22-tf DAVID BRADDOCK.
HOOT AND SHOE
MANUFA CTO RY!
O*| npHE subscriber respectfully in- 
WJ I forms the citizens of Mt. Vernon•A* ral«g®98 an,i tj,0 public generally, that he 
has removed his shop a door South of 
his old stand, to the South-west corner of the Public
Square, where he is prepared to manufacture Boots 
and Shoos of every description, to order, upon the 
shortest notice and in the very bcststylo.
He keeps none but tho most experienced work­
men and will warrant his work to be equal, for du­
rability and neatness, to any manufactured in this 
city or elsewhere.
He keeps none but the hestmaterial,and has con­
stantly on hand the best quality of French calfskin, 
kipskin, and coarse leather boots, monroe’s, lace 
boots, brogans, gaiters, and ladies’ wear of every 
description.
Persons wishing to test his work will please call 
aud leave their measures, as the best evidence will 
then be given of tho truth of his assertion.
May 7, 1861-2mo C. WEBER.
Sown & Tetley,
No. 136 Wood Street, Pittsburgh,
RIFLE MANUFACTURERS,
IMPORT E RS and dealers in double and single bar­rel shotguns, sporting apparatus,gunmakers ma­terials, has justreceived, by Express, directfrom the 
manufacturers,a splendidassortment of Celt’s Repeat­
ing Pistols, four, five and six inch barrels, all of which 
wo will sell for cash at as low prices as they can be 
boughtin thecity of New York. Persons going to 
Australiaand Californiawillfind thatthey can do bet­
ter by purchasing their equipage at home,than they 
can amongstrangers—as we give persons a chance to 
try any of the above pistols before leaving thecity, 
nd in case of a failure we refund the money, 
gept. ll:lf. B0WN A TETLEY.
.Ij.u lyiimg,_■RMHS
MT. VERNON BUSINESS.
NEW FURrVITITRE.
NOW receiving at the old stand, sign of the Big Chair, over Sparry A Co.’s Store, the largest and best stock of Furniture ever offered for sale in 
this place, consisting in part of Sofas, Tcte-a-Tetes, 
Lounges, Chairs, Marble Top and Mahogany Tables, 
Stands, Cano and Wood Seat Chairs, Cribs, Bed­
steads, and in fact almost everything in Cabinet line 
the market requires. I also keep on hand and make 
to order Curled Hsir, Cotton and Husk Mattrnsses, 
Feather Bolsters and Pillows. T have Bailoy’s Cur­
tain Fixtures, the best in use, also, a few choice 
Gilt Mouldings. Picture Frames made to order.
I have also tho right to sell Fisk A Crane’s Patent
Burial Casos, and will keep them on hand.
The public are invited to call and examine my 
stock and prices. [apr26] W. C. WILLIS.
JAMES U. M'FARLANn. WILLIAM WELLS
MCFARLIXD & WELLS
HAVE JUST OPENED
.Furniture Rooms,
On Mmn Street, over fTauk’s Saddle and Ifarness 
Shop, Second Floor, Opposite Russell, 
Sturges & Co’s Dank,
WHERE may be found a good assortment of Chairs, Bedsteads, and Cabinet Ware, of thejr own manufacture, at prices to suit the times. 
All work warranted. All kinds of Wood Turning 
dono on short notice and in good stylo. Country 
Cabinet Makers will do v, ell to give us a call.— 
Wagon llubb*, Stair Banisters, Nuel Posts, Drops, 
and, in short, anything in wood can be turned at 
our shop.
N. B. Lumber, Country Produce, and Cash taken 
in exchange lor our work. All orders promptly at- 
tendud to. A share of Public Patronage solicited. 
Feb. 12, ’61 :y. McFARLAND A WELLS.
JOSEPH MCCORMICK'S
FURNITURE
iWARE ROOMS, J?
BANNING BUILDING, MT. VERNON, 0.
rpiIE undersigned rospoctfully announces to the
I citizens of Knox ac,d the surrounding counties, 
that he has greatly enlarged his business and is 
now prepared to offor superior inducements to those 
who wish to purohase
Cheap and Elegant Furniture.
IIo will at all times keep on hand a large stock of 
BUREAUS, WARDROBES,
BEDSTEADS, SOFAS, LOUNGES,
BOOKCASES, HAT-RACKS,
CENTRE, PIER and
DINING TABLES;
MAHOGANY, CANE SEAT and
COMMON CHAIRS, MATTRASSES, Ac.
\nd in fact, every article to be found in a first-class 
Furniture Ware-room. I will also make to order 
any article that may he called for. I employ the 
very best workmen to be had, and every article sold 
will bo warranted. I solicit a continuat the
liberal patronage heretofore extend tome.
JOSEPH McCORMICK.
UNDERTAKING.
The subscriber still continues tho Undertaking 
Business, and having an elegant nearse is prepar­
ed to attend funerals in either town or country. 
Coffins made to order, in the best style, and on the 
shortest notice. I can be found it my Furniture 
Ware-rooms, in Banning’s Building, opposite Wood­
ward Block, Mt. Vernon, 0.
Marchl3tf. JOSEPH McCORMICK.
MEAT MARKET.
Joseph Eeolitoll
TAKES picasure in on- anouncing to his old friends and customers that 
he still continues to keep 
for sale the very best of 
Beef, Pork, Voal, Mutton,
and Lamb, at his cellar, on Main street, opposite to 
Woodward Hall, under Clark’s Tailor Shop. By 
keeping good meats, and by honest dealing, ho 
hopes to merit a continuation ofthe liberal patron J 
age he has retore heroceived. April 27-tf ”
HOLTON HOUSE,
NEWARK, OHIO.
TO the citizens of Knox County, I would return my sincere thanks for the patronage extended to me since I became proprieter of this House, and for 
your continued patronage, I pledge myself to make 
tho Motion Mouse rank equal to any house in this 
part of the State, and my Guasts shall have my un­
divided attention for their comfort, while they re- 
maino my guest3. .1. S. HOLTON, Proprietor.
N. B. I have good Stabling attached to this house 
octll.’59tf.
JOIIM E. EVANM. MRS. JOB EVANS
JOHN E. EVANS & CO.,
MAIN ST., MT. VERNON, OHIO,
Ilavo now on hand a large stock ef the
IMPROVED STEWART STOVES,
ff^nE best now in use, which we will warrant to
I give entire satire satisfaction. Also, a com­
plete assortment of
Cooking & Parlor Stoves!
Of every variety of pattern, among which will be 
found the
FORTUNE STOVE,
The best Elevated Oven Cooking Stove now in use, 
and warranted in every particular. Also, a variety 
of other patterns.
We have also a good variety of Low Oven Stoves, 
among which will be found the
ROYAL OAK STOVE!
The best now in use. Also the improved Self-Regu­
lator, Improved Parlor Cook, Plato and Cylinder 
Stoves for stores and shops, plain and fancy Grates, 
Sad Irons, Britannia, Tin, Copper and Japanned 
Ware ; Pumps, Lead Pipe, Washboards, Tubs, Wood­
en Buckets, Churns, Stoves, Corn Baskets, Brooms, 
and all kinds of Housefurnishing Goods too numer­
ous to mention.
JOBBING.
We are stil' doing all kinds of Jobbing in Tin, 
Copper and Sheet-Iron, on short notice and at low 
rates. Mr. S. W. KERSHNER has the'solo charge 
of the Jobbing Department.
We have for salo the right of Hall’s Patent
LIGHTNING RODS,
which we put up on short notice.
Remember the placo, at the Old Stand of Job
Evans, two doors South of the Cataract House.
April 2.1861 :tf. JOHN E. EVANS A CO.
WOOD WELL’S
GL FURNITURE
CHAIRS,
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
—EMBRACING —
EVERY STYLE OF FURNITURE,
—IN—
ROSEWOOD, MAHOGANY AND WALNUT,
SUITABLE FOR
Parlors,
Chambers, and
Dining Rooms,
EQUAL TO ANY IN
NEW YOliK OR PHILADELPHIA,
AND AT
EOWER PRICES.
Every Article made by hand & Warranted.
Cabinet-Makers
Supplied with any quantity of FURNITURE and 
CHAIRS, on reasonable terms.
HOTELS AND STEAMBOATS FURNISHED AT 
THE SHORTEST NOTICE.
Warerooms, Nos. 77 and 79 Third Street, 
mar. 17. PITTSBURGH, PA.
JOSEPH PENNOCK. NATHAN E. HAflT
I’EYYOCK & IIART,
[Of the late firm of Pennock, Mitchell & Co.,3
Fulton □EPo-uuo.cXx’y,
Warehouse, 141 Wood Street,
PITTSBURGH, PA.
A CONSTANT supply of Cooking Stoves and Ranges, Stoves and Grates, Wagon Boxes, all sizes, Hollow Ware, Plow Castings and Points, Tea 
Kettles, Sad and Tailors’ Irons, Water and Gas Pipes 
Iron Fronts for Houses, and Miscellaneous Castings 
made to order.
Pittsburgh, Apr. 7.
ISTEW
SPRING GOODS!
Cheaper than Ever!
— AT
D. \V. MEAD’S,
Old Stand of Beam Mead,
South-West corner of Main and Gambier streets, 
Mt Vernon, Ohio. ap 30
WITH YOU ONCE MORE!
JOHN W. POWER,
AFTER an ahsense of many months, during which time he ba? been following his profession of Photographist and Ambrotypist in the principal 
galleries of Fine Art in tho South and West, has re­
turned to Mt. Vernon, and opened his
UNION GALLERY tF ART,
In the spacious rooms prepared especially for him, 
immediately orer the Banking house of Messrs. Rus­
sell. Sturges A Co., West side of Main street, Mt. 
Vernon, where ho is prepared and furnished with the 
means of executing his art in a manner not to be 
surpassed by any artist in the land.
Elfe-SIzed Photographs,
Painted in oil colors, by the best Artist of the North 
West, Ambrotypes of all sizes, from minaturc to the 
vory largest size, taken in the shortest notice, at the 
most reasonable prices. Ilis large stock of Frames, 
cases, and Lockets cannot be surpassed in Ohio.— 
His Light will permit him to operate at all hours of 
the day, and in all kinds of weather, haviDg been 
prepared under his immediate supervision. Ho feels 
confident that nothing is wanting to niake it a per­
fect Gallery of Art. Mr. Power is prepared to fur­
nish all country Artists with all kinds ofStock at East­
ern prices. The entire community are cordially in­
vited to call at the Union Gallery of Art.
Don't forget to call at his Rooms over Rus­
sell, Sturges A Co.’* Bank, Mt. Vernon, Ohio.
June 25th. 1861, tf.
KNOX COUNTY
DRUG STORE.
JAMES BLANCHARC,
Wholesale and Retail Dealer
Drugs and Medicines,
MAIN STREET, MT. VERNON, OHIO.
DRUGS, MEDICINES, CHEMICALS, PUTTY
Paints, Oils, Varnishes, Brushes and Dye 
Staffs,
PURE WINES AND BRANDIES
FOR MEDICAL PURPOSES ONLY,
PERFUMERY,
SOAP AND FANCY ARTICLES
SNUPP AND CIGARS,
FAMILY MEDICINES,
BURNETT’S COCOINE,
BURNETT’S KOLLISTON,
BURNETT’S LORIMEL,
COAL OIL AND COAL OIL LAMPS.
MASUFACTURER OF
BLANCHARD'S INDIAN LINIMENT AND
AMAZONIAN COUGH BALSOM.
Particular care in compounding Physicians Pre­
scription and in preparing recipe* of all kinds.
Jan. 29, 1860.
CliAlR AND BEDSTEAD HAXCFACTORY,
Banning Building, opp. Woodward Block,
MOUNT VERNON, O.
Sign of tlie Red Bedstead, and 
<5olden C'liair.
daniel mcdowell,
TAKES pleasure in ansouncing to the citizens of Mt. Vernon and vicinity, that having been in 
the business for 39 years, in thia 
place, he continues to manufacture 
CHAIRSand BEDSTEADS of every 
description, at his stand in Ban­
ning’s Building where he hopes, 
by making good work, and selling 
at low pricoa, to receive a continual
ion of theliberal patronage that has heretofore been 
extended to him. All his work is made of the very 
best material, and will be warranted to give entire 
satisfaction. Tha patronage of the public is res­
pectfully solicited. jy!2:y
J. B. BELL,
GENERAL REAL ESTATE AGENT, 
SUPERIOR, WISCONSIN,
YYTILL select and enter Lands,locate Land War-
W rants, and buy and sell Real Estate.
Particularattention paid to Conveyancing,Paying 
Taxes, Loaning and Investing Money, and examin­
ing Titles.
Refer to Judge Valey and Eug. Burnand,New 
York; Wm. Dunbar and L. Harper, Mt. Vernon, 
Marshall A Co.,Bankers, and Geo. Willis A. Gorman, 
St. Paul, Minn.; Wm. II. Newton, Geo. E. Nettleton, 
Superior; Wm. Mann Rahway, N. J. May 20.
Land Warrants.
PERSONS having 160 acre Land Warrants, by sending them to the undersigned, can have them loaned to pre-emptors of the public lands, at two 
hundred and fifty dollars, payable in one year, se­
cured by the land entered with the warrant.
This is an excellent chance for investment, the 
l nder being rendered doubly safe, by having the 
benefit of the settlers improvements and selection o 
the finest lands in the West.
JAMES G. CHAPMAN,
June 30. Omaha City, Neb. Ter,
PROF. O. J. WOOD’SRESTORATIVE CORDIAL
AND
BLOOD RENOVATOR.
IS precisely what its name indicates, for while pleasant to the taste, it is revivifying, exhilara­ting and strengthening to the vital powers. It also 
revivifies, reinstates and renews the blood in all its 
original purity, and thus restores and renders the 
system invulnerable to attack* of disease. It is the 
only preparation over offered to the wotld in a popu­
lar form so as to he within tho reach of all.
So chemically and skillfully combined as to be the 
most powerful tonic, aud yet so perfectly adapted so 
as to net in perfect accordance with the laws of nature, 
atid hence soothe the weakest stomach and tone up the 
digestive organs, and aliay all nervous and other ir­
ritation. It is also perfeetly exhilarating in its effects 
nnd yet it is never followed by lassitude or depres­
sion of spirits. It is composed entirely of vegeta­
bles, and those thoroughly combining powerful tonic 
and soothing properties, and consequently can never 
injure. As a a sure peventive and cure of 
CONSUMPTION, BRONCHITIS, INDIGES­
TION, DYSPEPSIA, LOSS OF 1PPETITE,
FAINTNESS, NERVOUS IRRITABILI­
TY, NEURALGIA, PALPITATION OF 
THE HEART, MELACHOLY, HY­
POCHONDRIA, NIGHT SWEATS, 
LANGUOR, GIDDINESS, AND 
THAT CLASS OF CASES SO 
FEARFULLY FATAL CALL­
ED FEMALE WEAKNESS,
AND IRREGULARITIES.
THERE IS NOTHING ITS EQUAL,
Also, Liver derangements or Torpidity nnd Liver 
Complaints, Diseases of the Kidney, or any general 
derangement of the Urinary organs.
It will not only cure tho debility following Chills 
and Fever, but prevent all attacks arising from Mias­
matic influences, and cures the diseases at once, if 
already attacked.
TRAVELERS should have a bottle with them, as 
it will infallibly prevent any deleterious conse­
quences following upon change of climate and water.
As it prevents costiveness, strengthens the diges­
tive organs, it should be in the handB of all persons 
of sedentary habits.
LADIES not accustomed to much out-door exer­
cise should always use it.
MOTHERS should use ft, for it is a perfect relief, 
taken a month or two before the final trial, she will 
pass the dreadful period with perfect ease and safety.There is no Mistake About it,
THE CORDIAL IS ALL WE CLAIM FOR IT!!
Mothers Try It.
And to you we appeal, to detect the illness or de 
cline not only of your daughters before it he too 
late, but also your sons and husbands, for while the 
former from false delicacy, often go down to a pre­
mature grave, rather than let their condition be 
known in time, the latter are often so mixed up with 
the excitement of business, that if it were not for 
you, they too, would travel in the same downward 
path until it is too late to arrest their final fall.— 
But the mother is always vigilant, and to you we 
confidently appeal; for we are sure your never-failing 
affection will unerringly point you to PROF. WOOD’S 
RESTORATIVE CORDIAL AND BLOOD RENO- 
0AT0R as the remedy which should be always on 
hand in time of need.
O.J. WOOD, Proprietor, 444 Broadway,New York, 
and 114 Market Street, St. Louis, Mo., and sold by 
all good Druggists. Price One Dollar per Bottle. 
For sale by Jas. Blanchard, Mt- Vernon,
May 7, 1861.
PURIFY THE BLOOD !
DUE A T‘Q
Vegetable Life Pills
— ARD—
Phoenix Bitters.
THE high and envied celebrity which these pre­eminent Medicine* have acquired for their in­valuable effieacy in all the Diseases which they pro 
fess to cure, has rendered the usual practice of puf­
fing not only unnecessary, hut unworthy of them.
IN ALL CASES
of Asthma, Acuto and Chronic Rheumatism, Affec­
tions of the Bladder and Kidneys.
BILLI0US FEVERS AND LIVER COMPLAINTS, 
In the South and West, where these diseases pre­
vail. they will be found invaluable. Planters, far­
mers and others, who onceuse these Medicines, will 
never afterwards bo without them.
BILLIOUS COLIC, SEROUS, LOOSNESS, BiLES,
COSTIVENESS, COLDS AND COUGHS, 
CHOLIC, CORRUPT HUMORS, 
DROPSIES.
DrsrErsiA —No person with this distressingdis- 
ease,should delay using these Medicines immedi­
ately.
Eruptions of the Skin,Erysipelas, Flatulency.
Fever asd Ague.—For this scourge of the Wes­
tern country, these Medicines will bo found a safe, 
speedy and certain remedy. Other medicines leave 
the system subject to a return of the disease; a cure 
by these medicines is permanent
Try thorn. Be satisfied, and he cured.
Foulness of Complexion—
GENERAL DEBILITY, GOUT. GIDDINESS, 
Gravel, Headaches ef every kind, Inward Fever, In- 
flamatory Rheumatism, Impure Blood, Jaun­
dice, Loss of Appetite.
Mercurial Diseases.—Never fails to eradicate 
entirely all the effects ef Mercury, infinately sooner 
than the must powerful preparation of Sarsaparilla. 
NIGHT SWEAT», NERVOUS COMPLAINTS of
all kinds, ORGANIC AFFECTIONS.
Piles.—The original propiietor of these Medi­
cines was cured of Piles of 35 years’ standing, by 
the use of these Life Medicines aloDe.
PAINS in tho Head, side, back, Joints and Or­
gans.
Rheumatism.—Those affected with this terrible 
disease, will bo sure of relief by the Life Medicines 
Rush of Blood to the Head, Scurvy, Salt Rheum 
Swellings.
Scrofula, or Kings’Evil in its worst form*,Ulcers 
of every description.
■\Vorm3 of all kinds are effectually expelled by 
these Medicines. Paronts will do well to adminis­
ter them whenever their existense is suspected. Re­
lief will be certain.
The Life Pills and Phcenlx Bitters
PURIFY THE BLOOD,
And thus remove all disease from the system.
Prepared and sold by 
DR. WILLIAM B. MOFFAT,
335 Broadway, corner of Anthony Street, N. Y. 
For sale by all Druggists. Dec25:y.
children
MRS. WINSLOW,
An experienced Nurse and Female Physician, pre­
sents to the attention of mothers, her
SOOTHING SYRUP,
FOR CHILDREN TEETHING, 
which greatly facilitates the process of teething, by 
softening the gum?, reducion all inflamntion—will 
allay all pain and spasmodic action, and is
SCKE TO BE6CLATE THE BO WETS. 
Depend upon it, mothers, it will give rest to your­
selves, and
RELIEF AND HEALTH TO YOUR INFANTS.
It not only relieves the child from pain, but invig­
orates the stomach and bowels, corrects acidity, and 
gives tone and energy to the whole system. It will 
almost instantly relieve
GRIPING IN THE BOWELS, AND WIND COLIC 
and overcome convulsions, which if not speedily rem­
edied, end in death. Wo believe it tho BEST and 
SUREST REMEDY IN THE WORLD, in all cases 
of DYSENTERY and DIABRCEA IN CHILDREN, 
whether it arrises from teething, or from any other 
cause. We would say to every mother who has a 
child luffering from any of the foregoing complaints 
—DO NOT LET YOUR PREJUDICES, NOR THE 
PREJUDICES OF OTHERS, stand between you 
and your suffering child, and the relief that will be 
SURE—yes ABSOLUTELY SURE—to follow the 
n*o of this medicine, if timely used. Full directions 
for using will accompany each hottie. None genu­
ine unless the fac-simile of CURTIS & PERKINS, 
New York, is on the outside rapper.
Sold by all Druggists and dealers in medicines 
in Knox County.
PRINCIPAL OFFICE, 13 Cedar Street. N.Y. 
PRICE ONLY 25 CENTS PER BOTTLE.
March 26, 1861.
JOHN COCHRAN & BRO.
MASUFACTUREKS OF
Iron Hailing, Iron Vaults, Vault Doors,
Window Shutters, Guards, &c.
Nos. 91 Second Street and 86 Third Street
(Between Wood and Market.) PITTSBURGH, PA,
HAVE on hand a variety of new Patterns, fanoy and plain, suitable for all purposes. Particu­larattention paid to enolosing Grave Lots. Jobbing 
done at short notice. marS
PATENT OFFICE AGENCY,
Opposite the Weddell House, Cleveland, Ohio. 
H. BURRIDGR [May5.] J. BRAIXAan.
JUSTRECEIVED
FROM the manufacturers, a Spring supply of Wall Paper, Window Blinds, Window Shades and Curtain Fixtures, at
©LDROYD’S BOOK A JEWELRY STORE. 
Mft-Chl3tf
BLANKS of all kinds for sale at this Office.
Blood Purifyer and Blood Pills.
_ . I,R- HOBACK’S
SCANDINAVIAN REMEDIES.
THE evidence in the possession of Dr. Roback, which is at all tim©B accessible to the public, es­tablish the following
FACTS!
That the BLOOD PURIFIER and BLOOD PILLS 
have been proved by analysis to
Contain No Mineral,
That they cure the almost universal complaint,
Dyspepsia
with unerring certainty, and in a very short time.— 
That after all other medicines have proved useless, 
they relieve
Liver Complaint,
and restoro the health and strength of the sufferer. 
That
Sick Females,
who have languished for year* in helpless weakness 
and despondency, recuperate with great rapidiiy un­
der their invigorating operation. That all sexual 
disabilities are removed by their cordial and gentle 
stimulating properties. That they recruit
Shattered Constitutions, 
however they may have been trifled with and abus­
ed; that their direct tendency is to lengthen life, 
and render it enjoyable. That operating directly 
upon the poison of the disease in the blood, they
Cause Soon to Heal, 
and discharge from the system every taiiet of Scro­
fula, whether hereditary or otherwise. That they
Recruit the Debilitated, 
and that there is no disease of the Stomach and Bow­
els, tho Liver, the Nervous System, the Skin, Glands 
or Muscles,
Arising from Impurities or
Obstructions of the Blood 
Or Secretions,
in which they do not give prompt relief, and, (if ad­
ministered before the very citadel of life has been 
invaded,) effect of a painless and perfect cure.
Bear in mind that the SCANDIVADIAN VEGE­
TABLE BLCOD PILLS are endorsed by the expe­
rience of thousands of living witnesses, who in let­
ters, affidavits, medical works, and by word of 
month, proclaim them to be the very best prepara­
tion ofthe kind ever offered to the broken-down vic­
tims of ill-heath. They hunt disease through every 
avenue and organ of the system, and expel it thor-, 
oughly and permanently.
No one can doubt their superiority after one sin­
gle trial—they are not only better, but in fact chea­
per than any other Pills, for it takes a less number 
of them to produce a better effect.
Price of the Scandinavian Vegetable Blood Purifi­
er, $1 per bottle, or $5 per half dozen. Of the 
Scandinavian Vegetable Blood Pills, 25 cents per 
box, or 5 boxes for $1,
A NEW ARTICLE.
Dr. Rnback’s Stomach Bitters.
A new and delightful Stomachic and Cordial, for 
giving tone to the Stomach, and for the prevention 
of bilious complaints incident to the Western coun­
try. Try it.
As a morning drink, to assist digestion and re­
lieve Dyspepsia, it has no equal. Try it.
In flavor it is superior to all other Bitters. Try it. 
The formula of these Bitters, now (1861) the sole 
property of Dr. Roback, originated with one of the 
oldest and most eminent Medical Practitioners of 
the West, and it is directly predicated upon the 
wants of Western people.
These Bitters derive their stimulus from the pow­
erful tonio nature of the roots and herbs of which 
they are composed, and as they are. by allaying un­
natural cravings of the stomach, directly promotive 
of
Temperance,
the present proprietor believes that in making them 
widely known the public welfare is subserved.
It will soon be for sale by all of Dr. Reback’s num­
erous Agents, and at Hotels, <fec. the country over.— 
In tho meantime, orders will be filled direct from 
Cincinnati in any quantity, and at the lowest rates. 
It is put up in Quart Bottles, and securely packed 
in one doz. cises. Half doz. sample cases will, how­
ever, be packed and sent to any address, if desired.
Retail Price, Si per bottle, or six for $5.
Principal office and salesroom, No. 6 East Fourt 
Street, 3d building from Main Street, Cincinnati, 
Ohio. Laboratory, No. 32 Hammond Street.
For sale in Kdox County, by A. W. Lippitt, W. B. 
Russel, Mt. Vernon.
D. <t D. S. Fry, Centreburg.
S. W. Sapp, Danville.
Montague, A Hosack, Fredericktown.
&. McCloud, Millwood.
M. N. Dayton, Martinsburg.
Bishop & Misbey, North Liborty.
Hanna A Mercer, Bladensburg.
D. P. Wright, Barbers, A Dowds, Amity,
A. Gardner, Mt. Holly.
R. M. Fisher, Palmyra.
Daniel Veatch, Mt. Liberty.
John Denny, Heller, and by druggists and me 
chants generally throughout the U. S. Jan 23.
WALKER’S UNION WASHER.
HORACE WELSH,
RESPECTFULLY announces to the citizens of Knox and th« adjoining counties that he is the agent for (be manufacture and sale of WALKER’S 
CELEBRATED UNION WASHER, which, he hesi­
tates not to say is the
Best Washing Machine 
now in uso in the country. These machines are 
manufactured at Cooper’s Foundry, in Mt. Vernon, 
and arc sold at extremely low prices. Read the fol­
lowing certificate of person* well known in this com­
munity ;
Mt. Vernon, Onio, Feb. 4th, 1861. 
We the undersigned, would recommend G. Walk­
er’s Unicn Washer as one of the most desirable im­
plement* of household economy; and believe that it 
stand* unequaled for ease of operating, for perfection 
and expedition in washing, and for the comfort and 
health of the operator, freeing them from the inju­
rious effects of stooping, soaking, steaming, and in­
haling into the lungs the nauseating and health de­
stroying fumes of tho wash
L. M, fowler,
Henry Ransom, 
Ellen Ransom,
Wm. Wallace Wade, 
Mary E. Wade,
E. Hildreth,
A. W. Hildreth,
Geo. W. Jackson, 
March 5, ’61:tf.
L. M. Watson, 
Robert Watson, 
William Bartlett,
J. B. Staunton, 
Hellen M. Staunton, 
Wm. B. Beardsley, 
Dorcus Beardsley, 
Wm. Blair.
ISAAC A. ISAACS
Manufacturer Find Dealer in
FOR MEN AND BOYS' WEAR. 
Importer and Jobber of Cloths, Cassimeres, Vest­
ings, Tailors’ Trimmings and Furnishing Goods.— 
Also, sole agent for the sale of
Singers Celebrated Sewing Machines 
and Storr’s Antomaton, Pressman, and dealer in 
Sewing Machine Needles, Twist, Threads Ac.
ISAAC A. ISAACS UNION HALL, 
Corner of Superior and Union Streets, Clev«l*n<G 
Ohio. April 16.
Y. & ii. Phillips;
OIL CLOTH MANUFACTURERS,
And Dealers in all kinds of 
INDIA RUBBER GOODS 
Made under Goodyear a Patent,
Nos. 26 & 28 St. Clair Street, Pittsburgh, Pa.
AGENTS for the sale of India Rubber Be.ting, Hose and Steam Packing. Also, Patent Stretch d and Riveted Leather Belting.
Pittsburgh, Apr. 7.
Ayer’s Sarsaparilla,
A compound remedy, designed to be the moat 
fectual Alterative that can be made. It is« con­
centrated extract of Para Sar&aparilla, »o combined 
with other substances of still greater aherativa 
power as to afford an effective antidote for tha 
diseases Sarsaparilla is reputed to cure. It is be­
lieved that such a remedy is wanted by those who 
suffer from Strumous complaints, and that ou« 
which will accomplish their cure must prove ol 
immense service to this large class of our afflicted 
fellow-citizens. How completely this compound j 
will do it has been proven by experiment on many 
of the worst case* to be found of the following 
complaints: —
Scrofula and ScROFtrLous Complaixts, Erup­
tions and Eruptive Diseases, Ulcers, Pimples, 
Blotches, Tumors, Salt Rheum, Soald Hnap, 
Syphilis and Syphilitic Affections, Mercurial 
Disease, Dropsy, Neuralgia orTic Douloureux, 
Debility, Dyspepsia and Indigestion, Erysipe­
las, Rose or Sr. Anthony’s Fire, and indeed tbs 
whole class of complaints arising from Impvritt 
of the Blood. .
This compound will be found a great proroptur 
of health, when taken in the spring, to expel tlui 
foul humors which fester in the blood at that sea­
son of the year. By the timely expulsion of them 
many rankling disorders arc nipped in the bud. 
Multitudes can, by the aid of this remedy, spare 
thomselves from the endurance of foul eruptions 
and ulcerous sores, through which the system will 
strive to rid itself of corruptions, if not assisted to 
do this through the natural channels of the body 
by an alterative medicine. Cleanse out the vitiated 
blood whenever you find its impurities bursting 
through the skin in pimples, eruptions, or sores; 
cleanse it when you find it is obstructed and slug­
gish in the veins; cleanse it whenever it is foul, 
and your feelings will tell you when. Even where 
no particular disorder is felt, people enjoy better 
health, and live longer, for cleansing the blood. 
Keep the blood healthy, and all is well; but w-ith 
this pabulum of life disordered, there can be no 
lasting health. Sooner or later something must go 
wrong, and the great machinery of life is disordered 
or overthrown.
Sarsaparilla has, and deserves much, the reputa­
tion of accomplishing these ends. But the world 
has been egregiously deceived by preparations of it. 
partly because the drug alone has not all the virtue 
that is claimed for it, but more because many prep­
arations, pretending to be concentrated extracts of 
it, contain but little of the virtue of Sarsaparilla, or 
any thing else.
During late years the public have been misled 
by large bottles, pretending to give a quart of Ex­
tract of Sarsaparilla for one dollar. Most of these 
have been frauds upon the sick, for they not only 
contain little, if any, Sarsaparilla, but often no 
curative properties whatever. Hence, bitter and 
painful disappointment lias followed the use of the 
various extracts of Sarsaparilla which flood the 
market, until the name itself is justly despised, and 
has become synonymous with imposition and cheat. 
Still we call this compound Sarsaparilla, and intend 
to supply such a remedy as shall rescue the name 
from the load of obloquy which rests upon it. And 
we think wc have ground for believing it has vir­
tues which are irresistible by the ordinary run of 
the diseases it is intended to cure. In order to 
secure their complete eradication from the system, 
the remedy should be judiciously taken according 
to directions on the bottle.
prepared by
DR. J. C. AYER & CO.
LOWELL, MASS.
Price, $1 per Bottle j Six Bottles for $3.
Ayer’s Cherry Pectoral
has won for itself such a renown for the cure of every 
variety of Throat and Lung Complaint, that it is en­
tirely unnecessary for us to recount the evidence of it* 
virtues, wherever it has been employed. As it has long 
been in constant use throughout this section, we need 
not do more than assure the people its quality is kept 
up to the best it ever has been, and that it ma) be relied1 
on to do for their relief all it has ever been found to do
Ayer’s Cathartic Pills,
POB. THE CURE OP
Costivenoss, Jaundice, Dyspepsia, Indigestion, Dysen­
tery, Foul Stomach, Erysipelas, Headache, Piles, 
Rheumatism, Eruptiens and Skin. Diseases, Liter 
Complaint, Dropsy, Tetter, Tumors and Salt Rheutu,\ 
Worms, Gout, Neuralgia, as a Dinner Pill, and for' 
Purifying the Blood.
They are sugar-coated, so that the most sensitive can 
take them pleasantly, and they arc the best aperient in 
the world for all the purposes of a family physic.
Price, 25 cents per Eox; Five boxes for $1.00.
Great numbers of Clergymen, Physicians, Statesmen, 
and eminent personages, have lent their names to eef# 
tify the ujinaralloted usefulness of these remedies, btit 
our space here will not permit the insertion of them. 
The Agents below named furnish gratis our American 
Almanac, in which they are given; with also full 
descriptions of the above complaints, and the treatment 
that should be followed for their cure.
Do not be put off by unprincipled dealers with other 
preparations they make more profit on. Demand 
Ayer'8, and take no others. The sick want the be»t 
aid there is for them, and they should have it.
All our Remedies are fur sale by 
rrt^r~ J. Blanchard, S. W. Lippitt, W. B. Rustell,
and by Druggists and dealers everywhere.
Oct30-lj.
-FREDERICKTOWN FOUNDRY.
L. D. RANKIN, Proprietor.
THE subscriber respectfully informs th« citizens- of Knox and the surrounding counties that he continues the Foundry Business in Fredericktown J 
Knox county, Ohio, where he manufactures andj 
keeps on hand a general assortment of
COOKING. PARLOR A OFFICE STOVES,
PLOWS OF ALL FINDS,
And a full stock of TIN nnd COPPER WARE.
Dinner Bells, a splendid article, fine toaed and ve­
ry cheap, are made at this establishment.
All work manufactured at my establishment will 
be warranted to give entire satisfaction to our cus­
tomers, and will be sold at prices equally a* low if 
not lower than similar articles can be had in Mt., 
Vernon. The patronage of the public is solicited. 
marl5 L. D. RANKIN.
Duff & McCoy’s
COMMRCIAEL COLLEGE,
COLUMBUS, OHIO.
THE thorough manner in which Students of this Institution are drilled in all the routine of bu­siness, has gained for it the proud distinction of
The Business Man's College!
The course of Study is full and thoroughly pr»«- 
tical. All the late forms and improvement* are in­
troduced, and the Faculty will guarantee aoy one 
after he has completed the course, to he fully quali­
fied to keep the books of any business house,
Daily Lectures delivered on Book-keeping, Pen­
manship, Commercial Calculations,Commercial Lav 
Political Economy, Elocution, Ac.
TERMS:
For full and unlimited Course, $40.
Students can enter at any time and review at pie*
sure.
The usual time to complete the couse is from 8 to 
10 weeks.
Good boarding can be t$2,50 per week.
Cost of Books, Diploma «tc., five dollars.
For full particulars, address
nov 6 McCOY A Co., Columbus, 0.
$35.00
PAYS the entire cost for Tuition in the most pop­ular and successful Commercial School in the country. Upwards of Twelve Hundred young men 
from twenty-eight different States, have been edu­
cated for business here within the past three years, 
some of whom have been employed as Book-keepers 
at salaries ef
2,000 Per Annum,
immediately upon graduating, who knew nothing of 
accounts when they entered the College.
Minister*’ *ons at half price. Students en­
ter at any time, and review when they please, with­
out extra charge.
For Catalogues of 86 pages, specimens of Prof. 
Cowley’s Business and Ornamental Penmanship,and 
a large Engraving of the College, inclose twenty-five 
cents in postage stamps to the Principals,
JENKINS A SMITH,
jan 22-ly Pittsburgh, Pa.
W M BL Y NN, ~
Having removed to
NO. 10 BUCKEYE BLOCK,
TRUSTS that his friends will not fail to find him at his new location. He will soon make an adf dition to his already large stock, a new assortment o
Watches, Jewelry and Silver Ware,
Fancy Articles for the Holidays.
He (hall aim, in goods, price*, and attention,
to please the publio. [Columbus, 0, Nov. 20. -
